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.'ARLIA!{EN I' BLD3S 
V[O~Ot~IA  S C 
~'  r OMMENDATIONS 
New ,rail system favors Rupert 
+ Transportation Minister Jack Davis said Tuesday 
the whole northwest Canada resources area would 
become tributary to Prince Rupert, if a rail link is 
established between the British Columbia Railway 
line and the Great Slave Lake Railway in Alberta. 
Davis said Tuesday that the link recommended by
the Hall Royal Commission on grain handlMg, was the 
commission's most significant r~ommendation as far 
as B.C. is concerned. 
He said it was a recognition o~ the  northern corridor 
concept, which takes Pine Pass between Prince 
George ,  and Chetwynd, B.C. and the Canadian 
NaUonal Railways line to Pr ince  Rupert as the  natural 
• outlet for northwestern commodities. • 
"This would really draw much of the northern 
resource traffic, not only grain, out through Rupert," 
Davis said in an interview. 
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A spokesman for B.C. Rail said the  Crown railway 
wouldhave no objection to a connection between Fort 
St. John and the Manning subdivision of the Great 
Slave Lake Railway. The railway would be prepared 
to move traffic on such a line, he said, but would not 
get involved in building such a line without detailed 
study. 
Both the railway spokesman and Davis rejected the 
commission's recommendation of clearing a right of 
way between Ashcroft and Clinton in anticipation of 
laying a rail link between the B.C. Rail'and Canadian 
National in an emergency. 
The railway spokesman said CN, CP Rail and B.C. 
Raft have been against the Ashcroft-Clinton link and 
noted that if traffic were routed from B.C. Rail onto 
the other two railways, revenue would be drained 
from B,C, Raft. 
Davis said CentPal Interior terrain was too rugged 
to lay a line in a hurry. 
He said Hall, like many people in the east, tend to 
think of the west as being all prairie. A rail line 
linking. Asheroft and Clinton would have to rise 2,500 
feet in a relatively •short distance. 
Such a link was recently rejected by a government 
study group as economieally unviable, Davis said. 
He said he was pleaded the commission favored the 
B.C. government's recommendation that a task force 
comprised of management, labor and government be 
set up to work on inter-s~tching problems in the. 
Vancouver area. 
He said the Western Transportation Advisory 
Council Westac would be an acceptable body to 
structure the task force, as recommended by the Hall 
Commission. 
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KITIMAT 
"DEAL WITH .THE FRIENDLY FO.LK '° 
, I 
Kitlmat's new assistant-manager, and replacement 
for Art Currie this summer, is shown (above) as be 
clears out his desk after eslgalng as city manager in 
Trail. Ben de Kleine, no stranger to the north, says 
he's locking forward to working in Kitimat's ad- 
ministrative structm.e. 
BEN de KLEINE 
Manager  sys tem.  
* I '1  By BILL MARLES Transport policy absurd"' clearly defined 
"KiUmat has one of the best administrative 
~structures anywhere," says Ben de Kleine, for-:: 
• t~ merly municipal manager of Trail. i 
D, , ,  n r # # I el r n rn  n # Mr. de Kleine started working for the clis~ct of l 
n~lw v n -  + .v  .u  ~ ~ v ~  . .  • • • . . v  • - = ~Kit imat  this week as assistant .manager. He l lbe.  i 
• t _  " _ _ __ I I  • _ _xL I _  _ _I I , ,  _ I~taking the reins from mu~..c~pm manager Arc 
T o e x -  a n ©l r o r T n I a n a i ii n ( ~ curde,  after Currie retires tins summer. 
It" ! iii Kittmat has "a clearly defined m~a~er  
The federal gover.ment report, received from an "The prime minmer says de me'me. ere'_  
was told by senior policy anonymous ource, called realizes he ~ gets majorky !~iiaDOUt me mana g..er s roze, wmcn ~. to ~uLum~i  
analysts that coastal for an expansion of wharf government in Ontario and ~i the activites ot au aepartments, tie says mere sl 
transportation' services and roll-on-roll-off acilities Quebec--and sobe it for the !'~ adequate staff for the manager to direct the! 
should be upgraded and on the north coast, rest of Canada," he said. f~inolicjeaofcotmcil. In that role, he can also serve a~,~ i 
expanded, according to a ~ Lea said the report's Broadbent said unem- i~ii ~n ndvisor to council . i 
eonhdentzal document recommendations matched ployment affecting 1.5 ,~! ~.~.  i......, ;.. ,~ . .  ¢... o,v Grid a half ,,ears de 
' " if the :'::: ,~- ;~ ,~- ,e  , -  - . . ,u  .v .o .A .  ~ , : leaked to the Terrace the views of West Coast million Canadians s :.':'~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - '--"'~ . . . .  •-~--" . . . .  Trail is . . . . .  r ion z~ ~eme xe~ ne wanteuu £1LtuKuut t;~l~m~t©gq~. Herald and obtained by remdents heard by the highest smee the Dep ess .:.: ot~k~ . . . .  m,,,;t~ in thnt  it~ nnnidntinn has 
' ' " on :.:, a yew o=- , . ,~  . .v . . . . - . . . . ;  . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . .  5= federal NDP leader Ed NDP s transportahon and there is a close c - .z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ._ ~.=.~_, t.^... s
.n.. , ,om,,~.t An executive , , . , . .~ ; .oo  ; .  tho .Got  ~=,,, n~,,ti0n between unemnlov- ;.::oecuneaDl~overu]eyears. Du~m.x~..mu~, ,=x© 
s-u'm~ary'of the 1975 Acres ~no'nt%: . . . . . . .  ~ v-. . . . . .  me"nt, regional discon~ten't i~i "file .excRemen.t.oflmssib!.e grow.re'" . . . _  
report, entitled "Coastal "After terminating the and the question of national ('] He nas workL~l au over the norm.., in ~vorcnern 
Services in British subsidy to Northland it is unity. ' i~Altierta, Whitehorse and Inuvik. He's always felt 
Columbia", concludes, after obvious why the govern- Overafour-yearperiedan i~ the north was an area of new horizons as opposed to 
40 pages of documentation, ment has hidden the NDP government would ~the south where everything is largely settled. .. 
that upgrading direct report," he said• "The fed- bring the unemployment i'~ Ten years a~o. de Kleine became the first town$i 
• service (provided by e~r~l government did the  level down to three per cent?~ m~,nn~l, nfT~vilc on the Mackenzie River delta in~i~! 
;, o a i tion),,- . . . . .  "..,...,-~. . .. ;-:.',~*~ ~ '~  ~," "~r ' *~:~~° ' - "  . . . . . . . . . .  . , :':" Northland~ ..,. N v ga . oppomte . . ,  . from.more ~m elgbt r . . . .  s there.'...." • t d "b " • ~the Northwest Tern,ones. The challenge .... would be affee e . Y Lea was accompanying cent by stimu]atlng t,~ :~ . . . . . . . .  ~,q,,mt,],~ ,,. ~,ot~n,,~ nnn~ nf the town'::: 
r lacin the a in Nor- • ~:.:w~.,.©~u~m~,=-,~. --,,- -,,--- . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :... ep g g g Broadbent on the federal economy w~th tax cuts and ... . . . . . .  .  . . . . . . . . . .. .  :.: 
thland freight passenger leader's visit to the corn- taking job creation steps :councu memvers nau ~my ~,~q©.~=. . . :::: 
vessels with modern roll-on, munitybefore the provincial such as a housing program i Like Kitimat, Inuvik was built xrom scratcn as ai~!" 
roll.off freighters designed NDP convention gets under On the other tonic: !model community. Inuvik was to replace Aklavik, 
to accomodate cargo in unit way in Vancouver Fi'iday. Broadbent said his p~rty i a native people's community that was sinking back 
Beating what has become would do everything :into the river. But the Indians and Eskimos had 
d Nor th  d l i e  
load for.mat." 
An executive summary of a familiar drum, the NDP possible to prevent con-  their trapping and fishing grounds at Aklavik, and 
the!eport , prepared.by the leader said unemployment struction of a proposed off they eventually moved back to the older set- 
staxl at the ministry oi and regional problems are port at KiUmat, south of 
T ranspor t ' s  Systems at the heart of the national here, and a Kitimat-to- tlement. De Kleine, however, says there are still 
Analyses Branch, says this flooding problems at Aklavik. 
option provides "clearly the unity question. Edmonton off pipeline. 
best overall freight Prime Minister Trudean "The party had ~:i He praises Kitimat council for following tm.ougn 
system." is telling the country that if categorically rejected the ~ii on the original town plan of the 1950's. 
The study says that the English Canada had ac- proposal from the first ~ii Many of the older communities were created 
type of passenger service cepted the Official moment it was released,"-~before planning was active or known, says de 
provided then becomes a Languages Act in 1968 the Broadbent said. ~ii Kleine. Once the town is built, it is hard to go Dacz 
;'crucial decision" but the solidarity of the country He sa id  the federal ~and change things that are creating problems 
wouldn't be in jeopardy government was remiss in page in the text in which passenger options are ap- today, said Broadbent, but not developing a national ~iiwithout creating a new townsite. He says KitimaL 
parently discussed was "that's a lot of nonsense." energy policy. He added ~has the advantage of a good start, i 
missing from the copy He said the real source of that he country should' be ~ It's not de Kleine's intention to make any drastic 
obtained by the Herald. tension is Trudeau's failure looking t o.w ~ r d ~ckanges unless it becomes necessary. 
In making reference tothe to deal with the ordinary conservation methods and ~ He says Kitimat is a beautfful place. 'TmgIadto  
summary at a speech in needs of ord inary the development of alter- ~!be here," he says, 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Prince .Rupert, Broadbent Canadians. naW/e "sources of energy. 
said that "user-pay 
philosophy for coastal • NEW ISRAEL~ LEADER 
absurd."marine t ansportation i s T h e  NDP. leade  told 200 Begin red otio te 
people that it was one 
example of the federal TEL AVIV (AP) -- to keep a commitment?" the election, Likud indicated officials by surprise but a 
government's failure to deal Menahem Begin, head of Begin said he would not be a readiness totrade parts of Carter spokesman said the 
with regional concerns in Israel's victorious right- . pinned down on Likud's the Israeli-occupied Gelan president wants to meet he 
the country, wing Likud bloc, asked the pledges hover to withdraw Heights and the Sinai new Israeli premier. 
He said the report, which defeated Labor party from the West Bank of the desert. The new U.S. ambassador 
"POLICEWOMEN OF TERRACE - Ida recently transferred out. They will do -  has never been made public, Wednesday to join in a Jordan River. "It is Begin repeated his in- to Israel, Samuel Lewis, 
Keopman (left) and Marian Comdina generaldetachmentwork. The newness recomroended the ex- coalition government. He futile," he said• "If we with- tention to msue a call to arrived in Tel Aviv Wed- 
are the first two women ponce con- of the women to the RCIVIP means ~ey pansion of the Northland said Israel was ready for draw from Judea and S~- leaders of Egypt, Syria and nesday. He told reporters 
stables to be stationed inTerrace. They will be playing it by ear. type of service but the serious negotiations with its maria (the West Bank) our Jordan to join him at the Carter and a succession of 
replace two other officers who were government did the op- Arab neighbors and "we security is destroyed and bargaining table, either in U.S. congresses had af- 
pesite," RCMP TRAINEES Northland's general stand for peace." the chance of peace falls to their respective capitals or firmed support for Israel's 
There was no immediate the ground." at Geneva. existence, "and I cannot 
cargo, freight and word on whether Labor The party platform does "If the Geneva conference conceive of a time when it 
service, which would accept he offer, not ban withdrawal. It might falter." 
T w o  lady o f f i c e r s  passenger is convenedlet's say, at the had been receiving a $3.1 Arab states angrily de- pledges the West Bank "will end of this year, I will go to The Soviet government 
million dollar ann~al nounced Begin 'as a not come under alien rule." Geneva," he said. newspaper Izvestia said the 
w a l k  Terrace beat subsidy, was ter. "terrorist" and said the In broadening its appeal for Begin'svictorytoekU.S. groups and "their leader, in minated last fall hen the Likud victory wa   threat Lik dbloc unit dextr mist 
federal government cut off to Middle East peace. 
subsidies. The service has Begin, quoting from the N O  G A R D E N  OF EDEN particular, categorically opposes a return to the 
been replaced by RivTow. U.S. Democratic party Arabs of territories OCcu- 
IBy.BRIANGREGG tougher than reports thronghout he Straits' user-pay service platform, called for "face- IN PRINCE GEORGE pied in1967..." 
Herald Staff Writer country would suggest. The dropout rate with set rates and no sub- to-face, direct negotiations" The Tass news agency 
. With expectations of a tw0-year stay in is onlyseven percent among women sidles. . between Israel and the PRINCE GEOR(JE, B.C. municipality is not em- said Labor was defeated 
Terrace, Constables Marjun Comdina while the dropout rate for men is four The change in service has Arabs. He said he opposed (CP) -- Joe Payne, co- powered to withhold a because of corruption and 
and Ida Koopman will complete the last ~rcent. Women have only been RCMP cause d considerable . "externally devised for- owner of the Garden of Edn business licence on grounds "the near future will show 
sixmonths of their training with fellow officers since 1974. discontent among service mulas , "  apparent ly  Adult Sex Boutique in of protecting community what policy will be pursued 
RCMP officers here. The women will not be working users. ~ referring to indications Vic'toria, now says his firm moral welfare. The decision by the leaders of the Likud 
The policewomen spent sixmonths in together, particularly now while they Broadbent urged his Washington might come up no longer wants to open an upholds a British Columbia bloc when they come to 
training at Regina before being tran- are stiil in training. They bave taken all listeners to demand that with its own plan. outlethete. Appeals Court decision in power." 
sferred-to Terrace. Constable Comdina, the self-defense courses and held their federal Fitness Minister "We mean serious Payne said in a telephone August, 1975. State-controlled radios in 
RuPert;age 22, waSKoopman,born dageraised23, in.isPrinCetrom during°Wn whentheirtheypracticebattledsessions.male troOpSwhen Iona Campagnolo, Liberal negotiations '... we stand for interview Wednesday that . . . Arab lands brandedBegin a 
Hamilton, Ontario. they enter a bar, for example, they member of Parliament for 'peace," Begin said in an . . . . . . . . . . .  City sohcitor Bob Dick "notorious terrorist" and ule lirm Will 100K wr a -~-' " - ' - - -  "eor~e s~nt Skeena make the Acres interview at his Tel Aviv . • • ~mu rrm~= ~, ~ i,~ franchmer interested m about $30,-000 on its court said the election would spell According to the two ~liee officers, expect to work as any other new police Report public, apartment, which once operating a shop.here, disaster for President 
there is presently a list of 9,618 women officer would work. 
waiting [o take (raining in the RCMP. "We have been taught that violence is Graham Lea NDP served as his guerrilla The firm's change of heart battles with the bo. utique: Carter's peace fforts in the 
This compares with a waiting list of ~0 used as a last resort," Comdina said. member of the B.C. hideout. men. There are presenuy zoo mmme The officers main complaint with their legislature for Prince "I believe President 'followed a 2V~ year battle to Mayor Harold Moffat said Middle East. open up a shop here that Tuesday that the answer Palestinian guerrillas 
officers in theRCMPacress Canada. new job is their uniforms. Thereareno Rupert, said the report Carter will keep'his com- would sell sex aids and might be setting a$3,000 fee threatened to "escalate' 
The women said most persons in pockets in them so they have no place for advocated expansion of  the mitment," said Begin~ 63. devices, for business licences for sex violence" in the Israeli- 
tramming are between theages of 19 years, notebooks and their g~m holsters tend to type of service offered by "(Carter) said there must On Tuesday, the Supreme shops. He said other cities occupied Gaza Strip and the 
and 29 ysars. The iraining-istongh, they stick them in the ribs when they sit Not,bland. be morality in foreign Court of Canada ruled in a" charge similar fees for such West Bank, over which the 
Lea said a copy of an relations. May l respectfully unanimous decision that a 'shops. Likud wants to retain lsraeli said, but the women takfng it are a lot down. ' executive summary of the ask what is more moral than sovereignty. 
~:::~Pj.~..~...,..  ~, ............ ..~.~,~.~..%..%, ~.. ::::.~f.~::::::::::::~:~:~;P.:.%~.~..v/.:~::~::::::~@.:::::::::.~:$i:.;:.2~:~:~:::i:~:~z~:~:~:~:.:.::$:#:.$:.:~:~::~J:.: 
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VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A 
new organization which 
says it represents 90,000 of 
British Columbia's 105,000 
native Indians, has asked 
the federal government to 
freeze distribution of certain 
grants until feuding groups 
settle their differences. 
" At stake is $750,000 in 
annual core funding 
designated by the federal 
department of the secretary 
of state for political organ- 
ization of Indian bands in 
conjunction with the native 
claim to aboriginal rights. 
2, THE HERALD, Thursday, May 19, 1977 ~' ~';~ 
BREAKAWAY FROM UNION OF B C CHIEFS :L:" • . ASSERTS 
'Group eloims Indions' money , , DAM OPPOSITION t VICTORIA (CP) - -  The sportation and stor0ge~ • Canadian Cellulose Corp. He said Cancel would l, be' 
Spokesmen for the new dian bands from the union projects Under the depart- went before a. cabinet forced to endure 'dub. committee in Victoria stantially increased ;(~n. 
sportation costs for its foi~t Traditionally, the money has been split equally group Tuesday were leaders 
between status and non- of two urban Indian bands, 
status Indians. Delbert Guerin of the 
The B.C. Coalition of Musqueam band and Joe 
Native Indians, a month-old Mathias of the Squamish 
OUp, said at a news con- band in North Vancouver• 
ence Tuesday that the They outlined a new 
Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs structure of B.C. native 
should not get its traditional groups that has evolved in 
50 per cent• the past year, but said that 
Until last month, the union the structure was based on 
represented almost all long.standing differences 
Indian bands in the between native factions in 
province, with the exception the province. 
of the powerful Nishga tribe The coalition, they said, is 
in the Terrace area. a loose federation of other 
groups: The United Native 
Nations, representing 50,000 
nonstatus, Indians; the 
Native Brotherhood of B.C., 
representing 25,000 coastal 
status Indians with a fishing 
economy; and the new 
Alliance of Indian Bands, 
with about 5,000 members 
primarily from"Vancouver- 
area bands. , 
Guerin said that the 
federal government was 
seeking strict documen- 
tation, in the form of official 
band council resolutions, of 
the formal withdrawal of In- 
ACCIDENTAL $20,000 WINNER - Loyal Order of 
Moose in Terrace came by the money by sheer luck. 
The Moose sell the Western Express in Terrace after 
the~y buy them. The winning ticket was among several 
books that were mislaid, according to Scott Foote. 
junior governor, who is pictured above. He estimates 
that since the Moose began selling the tickets through 
the various commercial outlets in town last October, 
about $45,000 has returned to Terrace in prizes. The 
$20,000 is going towards the building fund. 
but was not asking the same 
sort of proof from the UB- 
CIC itself. 
Coalition leaders also said 
the union squandered some 
$1.9 million in federal grants 
aimed at land claims 
organization during the past 
seven years and made less 
than optimum use of an 
estimated $12 million in fed- 
eral aid during the same pe- 
riod. The $12 million in- 
cludes housing and 
economic development 
ment of Indian affairs. 
Mathias said that the 
union also had failed the 
Indian" pe.ople in the land 
claims and native rights 
area. 
The new native group also 
announced Tuesday a three- 
day meeting at the 
Musqueam reserve, and 
said that invitations had 
been sent to all Indian bands 
in B.C., "regardless of the 
bands' political affiliation." 
Small businesses going under 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
British Columbia's luggish 
economy is making life 
tough for the small 
businessman as customers 
lag on bills and lenders 
pressure for credit 
repayment. 
In a 12-month period to the 
end of March, 271 com- 
panies went bankrupt in 
B.C., almost 27 per cent 
more than the year before. 
Refinancing proposals by 
financially troubled• com- 
panies also are on the rise, 
with 28 fried for the period 
compared with 15 the year 
before. 
An official at the B.C. 
office of the federal 
super in tendent  of  
bankruptcy, who provided 
the figures, predicts a 
similar number of bankrupt 
companies in 1977. 
George K i rkwood,  
assistant director of the 
Federa l  Bus iness  
Development Bank's B.C. 
region, says the current 
trouble comes from the 
boom-and-bust cycle of the 
past few years. 
"In 1974, business was 
booming," said Kirkwood. 
"You could do no wrong 
because there was lots of 
money. 
"Then everyone started to 
pull in horns. And the full. 
effect of the near-collapse of 
the forest industry here and 
of industry in general in 1976 
is filtering down now." 
LOTTERY WINNER HERBICIDE EFFECT 
NOT REALLY KNOWN Person not claiming v . o c >-public about individual his $million pri The Vernon Medical Society responsibility as a meana of z e called Tuesday for more cutting down health care 
study into the possible el- costs. 
fects of the herbicide 2,r-D He said Health Minister- 
VICTORIA (CP) -- can do to flush out the awaiting., a_ c.lahnant from before it is used to control Bob McClelland's recent 
What's a million? At least winner, m e.Apru.zo m'aw._, weeks in Okanagan Lake. suggestion that doctors 
• "It's u to the winner to "x'nat ticket coum De any one Victoria reszdent P " Dr. Nicholas ReLy, shou ld  d i sc reet ly  
"m." Stewart where in Canada," he said doesn't seem to care. make the clm ,, • . ' spokesman for the society, discourage patients from 
• " n't" take an All we know is that zt was said that"by deciding to use requesting unnecessary He or she won $1 million in sazd. We ca Y 
the Feb. 28 Provincial lot- further steps. But I wish we bought. The. w.inner could 2,4-D for weed control annual checkups "states 
tery, but so far has been too knew who the winner was so naVeStUCK ]tm nm wauez or before the long-term bi- what many doctors have 
shy to claim the prize, that we could get as much put in a drawer and ological effects are fully been saying for a long time. 
publicity as possible out of forgotten it. "The annual physical 
Whatever the case is, examination is not 
known, the government has 
opted to give tourism a 
higher priority than health• 
"As the matter stands 
now," ReLy said, "an in- 
convenience which, for all 
we know, may be tem- 
porary, could be replaced by 
a lasting problem beyond 
our control•" 
ReLy also called on the 
government to educate the 
universally considered an 
essential to good medicine." 
"However, the minister's 
call for a curtailing of the 
annua l  phys ica : l  
examination and elective 
surgery is in contrast with 
the cry of the government 
for preventive medicine," 
ReLy added. 
there's $250,000 waiting to be 
claimed. As for the $1 
million we know the winner 
is in Victoria but that's all." 
• The winner of the $1 
million held ticket number 
3019886, now gathering no 
interest in the National 
Trust vault• The $250,000 
prize was won by ticket 
number 4163976. 
That doesn't mean the 
winner doesn't know about 
the winning ticket. It's 
lodged for safekeeping in 
the National Trust vault in 
Victoria• 
Trust officials are keeping 
the winner's identity con- 
fidential. They won't even 
let ubiquitous television 
cameras film the ticket on 
specific instructions from 
their client. 
In the meantime Jack 
Stewart, director of the 
lotteries branch said 
Tuesday there isn't much he 
it. 
"However, perhaps we'll 
get as much publicity this 
way rather than the other 
way." 
The winner ~has year to 
make the claim. 
"I thought I'd find out the 
name of the winner when I 
confirmed the win, but all I 
was told was the National 
Trust was the claimant," 
Stewart said. 
Adding sp.ice to the 
mystery, m $250,000 
STATE OF NEAR'WAR 
SCARES OFF TOURISTS 
SALISBU'RY (AP)--The but said all landed on 
holiday resort town of unoccupied land in the town 
Victoria Falls came under of 3,500 persons. 
Rhodesian and Zambian 
Wednesday to reiterate its 
opposition to construction of  products if the dam g~os 
the Revelstoke Dam on the ahead without adequate 
Columbia River. navigational facilities i~or 
Cancel's argued that con- the movement of logs. ~i: 
struction of the dam would CAncel feels the wdter 
result in substantial damage licence granted by the 
to its operations in the area. Water Rights Board to build 
Cancel lawyer Rees Brock the dam doesn't- provide 
said the main reason Cancel adequate protection for.~its 
located in the Revelstoke interests in the area. ,:!~" 
area .was because the The hearings--n0w~in 
Columbia River and the their third day--are .,~x- 
Arrow Lakes provide the pected to continue for !~e 
main method" of log tran- result of the week .  i! 
•,~:'~ 
BC ECONOMY SLUGGISH ' 
o~rators can get along• 
But tight money times 
trigger a bankruptcy 
• quicker for a company that 
probably was~ going to fail 
eventu~dly." 
Dunn and Bradstreet says 
sub.contractors, trucking 
and taxi firms, auto part 
retailers and restaurants 
historically have the most 
frequent rate of bankruptcy. 
As one accountant puget, 
"Not everyone can start'Up 
a bank but just about any0nb 
can get enough mone y~!to 
open a restaurant.., lo~!~of 
them then fat because they 
know nothing about the 
restaurant business." 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NO. 88 (TERRAGE)' 
Applications are invited for the position of full. 
time Billing Machine Operator, with experience 
on Burroughs L-5000 or comparable preferred. 
Accurate typing of 50 wpm,required; accounts 
payable experience an asset. Please supply 
written resume with application to: 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
Box 159, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A7, 
or ca. 635-4931, : 
Mr. V.E. Rozee, 
Assistant to the Secretary.Treasurer, for aP- 
pointment ~: 
Dunn and Bradstreet, a
credit reporting agency, 
says total liabilities of B.C. 
business failures in the first 
nine months of 1976 were 
almost $70 million, more 
than a third higher than 
amounts owed in the same 
period in 1975. B.C. ranks 
third in both number of 
business failures and total 
liabilities behind Quebec 
and Ontario. 
Trouble can hit any kind 
of business but the majority 
of companies facing closure 
are small operations like 
stores or restaurants. 
While the reasons for 
business failure are 
numerous, there are some 
constants that serve as 
warnings• For example, 
more than 60 per cent of 
businesses fat  within their 
first five years• 
And when companies fold, 
more than 40 per cent of the 
time it is because of 
managerial incompetence, 
reflectcd in anything from 
too few sales, to choosing 
the wrong location. 
"The main cause is lack of 
managerial skil ls," says 
Bob Morrow, Vancouver 
director of the Canadian 
Federation of Independent 
Businessmen. "In affluent 
times, everyone gets 
. . . .  , . . . . .  A tk~ m~l ,n ;na l  
6OOO "VEAR . 
T,re headquarters 
s.c. TeL 
Pickets now in Kamloops 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Chuck Baxter said today's service. Nine supervisors 
Pickets appeared outside pickets have affected are being flown to Williams 
British C01umbiaTelephone te lephone operat ions  Lake from Vancouver to 
offices in Kamloops and throug.h a wide area of the assist there. 
Williams Lake today, Interzor, from Kamloops About 750 employees were 
preventing a total of 540 north to WilliamsLake, and off the job m southern 
employees from going to west to Bella Could. He did Vancouver Island Tuesday 
work in the eighth dayof  not say if all thse off work as B.C. Tel district and 
rotating strikesby members division offices 
for campers, 
vans & pickups 
mortar fire from neigh- 
boring Zambia today but the troops are dug in along the are members of the TWU. were 
attack caused no casualties border near Victoria Falls of the Telecommunications He said management picketed there. That 
or damage, Rhodesian pc- andgovernmentsources say Wtrkers' Union (TWU). personnel have left regular operation returned to 
lice reported. Zambian reinforcements The union is involved in a work to man the swit- normal early today. 
The attack on the town, were sent to the area dispute with B.C. Tel over chboards in an effort to Americans eat more than 
popular with foreign following Kaunda's"state of equipment purchases, maintain essential long 2 billion pounds of french 
tourists, followed Zambian war" address. B.C. Tel spokesman distance and emergency fries each year. 
Pres ident  Kennneth  Wide  t reads  fo r  ext ra  s tab i l i ty  and • 
Kaunda's statement on pit 
Monday that his country Res e extra traction. 
was in a state of war with These rugged, heavy-duty nylon tires for light trucks 
white-ruled Rhodesia. I t  PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - -  keep you going on or off the road. Wide, flat tread 
was not clear, however, if Above normal rainfall in the attack was made by western Oregon and puts more rubber on the road to give great gripping 
Zambian army troops or Washington the first two surface, less road noise. J ~ 
Zambian-based black weeks of May had a TUBELESS 
nat ional ist  guerr i l las beneficial but minor effect CUSTRMHI-MILER 
I engaged in a 41/2-year war to on the waer supply outlook re.MILER XTRA GRIP . SIZE I PLY WIDE TREAD WIDE TREAD "Available in 6 ply topple the Salisbury regime, for the Columbia River 8.00.16.5 I 8 69. . • 95 77 95 at sz eo I.a.f The Zambezi River and Basin, two federal agencies . . .. hi,, 8.75 16.5 I 8 75,95 83.95 '°Available in white spectacular Victoria Falls said Wednesday. sidewall at $12.00 
form the border between The National Weather and 9,50-16.5 J 8 87,95 96.95 extra per tire 
Zambia and Rhodesia. Soil Conservation services 
Official sources in said that while the rains 
Salisbury said the type of were well above normal 
mortar fired at the town over most of the Columbia 
from across the river has a Basin, most moisture was 
range of about three miles, absorbed by dry soil and 
The sources did not know forecasters expected little 
how many rounds were fired additional runoff. 
STUDENT ASSES,~MENT WORKER - 
~'Shella Guerreiro is s student who has 
completed her flrsl year of a five year 
degree in special education at UBC and 
" she is the first student to be placed in a 
Bummer'Job by the m.ah~ower student 
centre this year. Her boss; Harry Jones, 
is the area assessor for B.C. Assessment 
Authority and her job includes updailng 
records, transcribing property value 
figures as well as some general clerical 
work. 
i ' . BY JOANNE AMES , 
Herald Staff Writer 
• ~Jap Hurrah is-"the fir.st 
teacher within the assur~e[ 
who has done something" 
about the issues of sexism 
and the need for nen-sexist 
• materials indistrict schools. 
. School Board member 
Joyce Krause says "It is a 
"i ,d~i, cult positdion to be in; 
i It s like • polities; it s 
something that people have 
upinions on. You're going to 
: get lots of Hack if you're in 
her pmition." 
Jan, together with Debbie 
i Stephens, made a presen- 
tallon to the Board meeting 
on Monday night. It dealt 
with the use of sexist text 
~ the posiUon of 
, w~iuen."Withit~ 'the B.C, 
• education system as 
.... teaehera and ad-, 
' ministrators, among other 
• .!:i • i: ~m~ S.  ' • ~u= committee they 
fi rel~resented wants to 
eliminate sexist tests, 
i~i books, and materials from 
;~ the classrooms in the 
district. , They also 
recommend an "inclusion of 
the history of women's 
struggles for equality and. 
present status inine general 
curriculum from kin- 
dargarten to Grade 12". 
• ~ information s~ould be 
made available to high 
scnool students tin.ough a 
' women's tudies course for 
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FL YNN APARTMENT ' FIR 
Escapes Shelter found for victims ,nlury 
~Ye JOANNE AMES raid Staff Writer 
Temporary  ac -  
comodations nave been 
found for all the individuals 
rendered homeless by the 
fire that gutted five apart- 
ments and damaged a 
number of others in 
Terrace, Tuesday, apart, 
Sent manager Cliff Nevison 
said. 
He told the Herald that 
some former Flyna Apart- 
monte' dwellers are now 
s~ying in a hotel while 
omers are lodged in an. 
empty home owned by 
Flynn Apartments. Still 
others are boarding with 
friends or relatives. 
"Everyone from the 
apartment building has 'a 
place to stay," said Nevison. 
"There was no one hurt. 
Someone lost a cat. She had 
it out of the' building, but it 
ran hack into the fire. I feel 
badly because the lady 
valued the cat very much, 
but it died of bums and 
smoke inhalation." 
All the tenants have been 
supplied with money to 
"tide them over." This will 
enable them to buy food and. 
clothing. ':Of course, they 
got what we could give them 
HI, IRREN, FIGHTING: 
Sexism in school textbooks 
should take the chance.., or hold down a job like that and 
just investigate the be a family member, but 
pr°gram'"irmativeThe Aff Action they don't see women as capable of the same thing." 
program is to train women , Jan says she has learned 
to fred better jobs. Jan is \ that a lot of things she 
especially concerned with ~suggests are going to be 
women taking ad- defeated "...But hat's okay, 
ministrative positions, because at leastpeople have 
There are very few women thought about hem." She 
in administrativepositions has found that teachers in 
in this province's education Terrace are not ..."as ad- 
s~/stem: 94.5 of all prin- vanced in their thinking as I 
e~pals are male. There are expected them to be. I put 
no female secondary school out a questionnaire about 
principals, dayeare to B.C.T.F. 
"There should be hiring members, and I got a lot of 
and training of more very negative reactions." 
females into administrative "In the Lower Mainland, 
positions." The.fact that the idea of daycare for 
they don't apply? "Ithinka single parents, or for 
lot of it has to do with how families where both parents 
,:women ~ see :themselves. work is quite acceptable. It 
They see a man is able to gives the. purents a chance 
Thefts 
Police received a com- 
Frlaint May 15 of theft of tools 
om the Kalum Motel. On 
May 10 a complaint was 
made• of a stolen Monashee 
black 10-speed boys bike 
with chrome fenders. 
Don Wall Electric at 
Dutch Valley reported 
several thefts, May 12. 
Stolen were one 21tP Brooks 
110 220 motor with the 
serial number X96002; one 
grades 11 and 12. Dewalt radial arm saw; one 
AWoman's Studies course industrial Eleetrolux 
is simply the study of vacuum cleaner with the 
women's literature, and serial number .5131454; a 
their role in history, which shampoo attachment for a 
has often been overlooked vacuum with serial number 
23381; two strapping 
mach,.•,~ ; one 100T ¥4' cutoff 
saw; c,e ½HP Brooks 
220 400 volt motor; a 4-10 
ek i.-ic cable and a 15-60 
incx~ circular saw blade. 
A complaint was received 
May 12 that someone had 
stolen a tape recorder from 
Caledonia School. On May 
12 someone reported a red 
CCM boys bike stolen from 
2811. Braun St. 
A complaint from the 
Columbia-Auto House May 
12 said that someone had 
stolen the front and rear 
light blue fenders from a 
1970 Volkswagen and the 
front and rear bumpers. 
P~ce received a com- 
plaint May 14 of a. theft of 
auto from No. 27 Sunnyhill 
trailer court. It was a 1975 
light blue Chev: Saburban 
NVL-THG-795. 
According to a complaint 
received May 13 someone 
attempted to take the 
radiator from a log loader 
on Merkley Rd. 
Skeena Jr. Secondary 
School reported May 13 
someone had been stealing 
money from the place. 
' Break Ins 
Police have two suspects 
following abreak-in at No. 3 
- 3937 Paquette Rd., May 12. 
Nothing was Stolen. Police. 
received acomplaint May 11 
of a break-in and theft at No. 
2 - 3953 Old Lakelse Lake 
Road. 
According to a May 11. 
complaint someone has 
been breaking the locks off 
the mail boxes at Jack Pine 
in the text books and 
teaching in the past. It has 
not been a deliberate x- 
clusion by many teachers, it 
has simply been due to a 
lack of  materials aria 
knowledge of women's role 
in history. 
Now, due to the concern 
and action of the women's 
movement_such materials 
are ..becoming available. So 
rare me non-sexist books for 
younger grades. The 
committee wants to see 
them put to use. 
"I think we can all be 
changed bywhat  we are 
taught in school," said Jan 
when she spoke to me. 
"Regardless  of our  
backgrounds, me'coance tor 
change is there;', 
"One of the biggesz 
Broblems we have here is 
leacher awareness. Next 
year, the committee wlll 
q~.nd.more time going to 
senoom, explaining the 
lroblems and the solutions 
Re sexism). "The Seho61 
Board is not really aware of 
the problem.. They don t 
really understand what the 
issues are yet. they a~ 
becoming more aware of 
sexist texts ana smreo- 
tvoin¢ i " , Blewy. 
"V'l d'dn't thii~ the board is 
'doing an~hing about the 
problem. The~ say women 
aren't apply~pg for ad- 
ministrative jobs, but mey 
area'{ asking questions 
about why they aren't a~ 
plying. And they aren't 
lob~ilig into any programs. 
A ~ Manpower one, Af- 
flrnmtive Action, just came 
uP. It's right there. They 
Flats and stealing mail. 
A complaint of a break-in 
at 4311 Bnreh Ave. was made 
May 13. 
Wilful Damage 
According to a police 
report May 14 someone put 
sugar into the complainants 
truck parked at the corner 
of Newell and Penner Rd. 
Someone is reported to 
have jumped onto the roof of 
a 1971 Datsun parked out- 
side the Keystone Apart- 
merits on May 14. 
On May 10 a complaint 
was made from No. 14 - 4515 
Straume Ave. where the 
windows were broken. 
Passing School Bus 
On May 12 a complaint 
was received that a vehicle 
had passed a school bus at 
Sparks and Halliwell when 
the bus had its light 
flashing. Police remind the 
public this is a violation of 
the motor vehicle act and. 
the consequences of such an 
act could-result in children 
being injured. 
L i fespan  
of  cont rO ls  
( )TTAWA (CP) " No 
decision has been made 
when anti.inflation controls 
will start to be dismantled, 
officials said ,Wednesday in
commenting on a news 
report of a speech by board 
chairman Harold Renouf. 
An Official who listened to' 
Renouf's remarks Tuesday 
to a Toronto meeting of 
municipal authorities said 
he did not say as reported 
that controls will start to 
come off Oct. 14. second 
anniversary of the 
restraints program. 
"We've been getting a lot 
of calls," he said. He said 
that Renot~, successor to 
Jean-Luc Pepin, had merely 
reiterated tlie forecasts by_ 
Finance Minister Donald 
Macdonald that Oct. 14 is 
one of the dates, being 
considered for smrdn= to 
end the program. That 
decision had not been made 
yet. 
But some controls would 
have to continue into 1978, 
Macdonald has said. 
of their rent back," Nevison 
said. 
"I don't know when people 
will be able to live there 
again. I have no idea how 
long repairs will take. We 
haven't even got the in- 
surance adjusters through 
there yet. And then, of 
course, nobody can go in 
there until the fire depart- 
ment has finished in- 
vestigating." 
"I shouldn't say this, but if 
I would have known that 
place would burn4lke that, I 
wouldn't have spent a single 
night in there, lhad no idea 
it would burn like that." 
All the actual burn 
damage was confined to the 
attic and the combined 
storeroom and garbage 
room areas at the back of 
the building. The back end, 
where the garbage room 
was, is completely burned 
out. 
The damage to the 
apartments themselves is 
mainly smoke and water 
damage. The smoke 
damage is "unbelievable" 
according to Nevison. His 
own apartment, in the 
newer portion of the 
building, is damaged as 
well..He, is attemPting to 
toget  to meetings and 
thingls that they might 
otherwise not be able to 
attend." 
The fees for the claycare 
idea she was proposing were 
to Come out of B.C.T.F. 
dues. "People just wrote 
big fat NO'a on the forms. It 
hurt me in a way." 
There are some really 
positive things happening 
for Jan and the other 
members of her committee, 
though. They got a 
Women's Studies course 
going at the college, and 
that will be offered next 
year in Terrace, as well as 
other eentres. In the high 
schools, students are more 
and more aware of the 
problems created "by 
stereotyping anyone into 
any sort of role. 
"Whenlget 
discouraged," she smiled, 
"I think about the progress 
that's been made in the last 
five years. Integrated P.E. 
classes, sttidenis able to 
take whatever electives 
they want, and Manpower 
.sponsoring a course. It's 
great." 
When I asked her if she 
thought  she was getting 
anywhere with her con- 
cerns, if the committee 'was 
gettin~ anywhere, she said, 
grinnlng, "Well, I'm 
creating a lot of discussion. 
When we (the committee) 
talked about integration at 
the primary ~chool level, 
people in staff rooms talked 
about it for at least a week 
afterwards. I had people 
come up to me and say 
'what is ~xism?' At least 
people are thinking now." 
Another bright spot for the 
Status of Women in 
Education Committee; 
Joyee Krause says she can 
see 'a  women's studies 
course within the next few 
years in the high schools. 
It's just a matter of time, 
and allowing people to get 
comfortable with the ideas. 
"Jan and Debbie made 
the first presentation. It will 
just~nake it easier for other 
teachers who come after 
them to do the same thing. 
move back m and clean up 
the mess. 
"We can't move in," he 
said, "Because we have no 
l!ghts or anything. I did get 
the water turned back on 
this morning, but the lights 
and that sort of stuff ...well, 
the wiring was probably 
damaged." 
Asked if he suspected any 
foul play, Mr. Nevison said 
he definitely did not. "The 
fire was confined to one 
area" he said, "the garbage 
and storerooms. They're 
..usually kept locked..Only 
me garbage men ancl oc- 
casionally one or two 
tenants enter the area." 
who the hospital moved m 
that was 16 years ago. We 
make rounds every night to 
check for fire. If you had an 
~larm system, you know 
at some drunk would pull 
it every couple of nights." 
"If you're putting this in 
the paper," Nevison asked, 
"could you put a thank you 
for all the people who helped 
us move our things out?" 
When we thought the place 
was going to burn up, we 
moved all our furniture out. 
The place was full of smoke, 
qnd~hose people went in 
there without being asked to 
andhelped us out. You don't 
find people like that very 
often, that's for sure." 
The fire alarm system in 
the buildin= is an old one 
that was le~ there when the "And I want to thank the 
old hospital vacated the fire department for one 
l~remises. "Those fire . great job. They really did a 
" alarms were disconnected good job." 
' THERE MUST BE 60 WAYS 
TO OELEBRATE 
TERRAOE'S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 
if you know ONE call 638-8196 
TERRAOE ANSWERING BUREAU. 
TERRAOE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY OOMMITTEE 
i 
i i  
i 
NOTIOE 
A Prinjce Rupert man 
escaped serious injury when 
the vehicle he was driving 
went Off the highway and 
burst into flames, late 
Tuesday night. 
Melvin Sandvar was 
pulled from his flamiD~ 
automobile by two 
passersby, Angus Campbell 
and Don Gahson, when his 
car went off Highway 18 
west at the entrance to the 
Little, Haugland, and Kerr 
pole plant. The vehicle went 
down an embankment mid 
smashed headlong into a 
stack of logs pUed in the 
poleyard, bursting into 
flames. Seeing the flames, 
the two passersby sped to 
the scene and pulled out 
Sandvar, the only occupant 
of the automobile. By then, 
RCMP had also been alerted 
and were at the aocldent 
site. 
Sandvar stayed in hospital 
,vernight for observation 
and treatment of minor 
injuries, police 
spokesman ~d an In- 
vestigation i:acontlnuing; , 
charges in the single vehicle 
mishap may be laid. 
~:~:~- ' . . :~ ' / . .4 : :~  
The human body contains 
enough carbon to make 
more than 14,000 pencils and 
enough lime to paint a barn 
white• 
GARBAGE gLEAN-UP dudng Spdng Oleen-up Week 
Designated May 16th to May 20th, 191"/ 
District of Terrace, Public Works Department, will pick up extra gar. 
bage and refuse free of change, from Monday, May 16th to Friday, May 
20th, 1977. (Spring Clean.up Week) 
This service does not include car bodies or stumps. Kindly arrange to 
have this extra garbage and waste materials set out on your regular 
pickup day between 8:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M.'if possible, have garbage 
and waste materials in plastic bags or cartons to assist in the picking up. 
No industrial waste. 
DISTRIOT OF TERRIOE 
4 
M 
TIRI$?  / 
GOT A PROBLEM? IT! 
* Shock Absorbers So 1you bought yourself a couple of new tires. ~"  Whee l  Alignment 
Good. It was probably the safest thing to do. 
' You took your ear to a tire store - -  or a service 
station-- told someone that you needed two tires 
, Brake Reline -they put your ear up on a jack and -- slam or * Exhaust  Repairs 
slowly-- on went two tires - -  down it goes - -  and 
• goodby. Just leave your money! 
Why did you need those tires? Were they the Journeyman tires you really needed? Too weak? Too ex- 
pensive? Were they worn out prematurely? ~"  Engine Tuning 
Mechanics WhyS. Did the installer balance your new tires? 
--at no charge7 Or? They did cost a good dollar! 
Maybe misalignment of the front end caused 
the need to purchase so soon? Was thatchecked? Pre- bala n c i n g 
_ ,Ba ianc in~ Did anyone offer you alignment service? Wheel Probably not! Another set soon? St~re enough!. Run-in Equi pment 
Yes --  there could be a problem. Is it wheel 
alignment? Is it wheel balance? Brake drag? A 
worn part? At OK Tire we are equipped to find * Off Road Tires out what the problem is. It could even be a safety problem. Do you know for sure? * Off Road Wheels 
We can offer complete car and light truck 
service; wheel alignment, wheel balancing --  , Mags and Chromes the finest in tires. We have journeyman Paws mechanics to adviseyou and the best alignment ., er 
facilities in town andit  costs no more --  even- 
tuaily less. 
* Armstr0n g Tru-Trac Call us at 635-6235or drop by at 4917 Keith Ave. 
and have it put together right. ~"  Madawg 
, q 
( 
( 
UIIIIM  ( COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE , i 
t 
m 
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An urgency 
for diplomacy 
The emergence of a hard-line onetime terrorist 
as winner in Israel's general election has brought 
new dangers to the delicate balance of peace in the 
Middle East. But it may also mean new op- 
portunities for peace makers. 
The dangers are most immediately apparent in 
the leadership of Menahem Begin and his Likud 
party, which now is putting together a new 
governing coalition. For the first time since Israel 
became a nation, 29 years ago, the Labor party is 
not the chief governing party.. 
Most immediated concern LS the Likud's stated 
policy of annexing the territory occupied by Israel 
on the west bank of the Jordan River. Refusal to 
withdraw from the region is in itself a serious 
obstacle to peace, but an annexationist move could 
provoke Arab riots, terrorist raids, and perhaps 
even another full-scale war. 
But there is much more to the election story than 
Begin's hard line rhetoric. Israeli citizens are the 
highest axed in the world; the country's economy 
is sagging; inflation continues at an alarming pace. 
Scandals plagued the ruling Labor party, forcing 
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to take a "leave ox 
absence" during campaigning. Widespread strikes 
probably also overshadowed foreign affairs in the 
minds of Israeli voters. A party, the New 
Democratic Movement for Change, further 
fragmented labor support. 
. The man must also not be sold short. He's fought, 
and worked 30 years towards election, in the 
process toning down party policies from the 
tougher, military-like stance of the nation's for- 
mative years. The Irgun terror group that Begin at 
one time led had, as its insignia, a map of Israel 
and Trans-Jordan with a fist holding a rifle 
breaking through the. logo; its guiding principle 
was Jewish occupation of both sides of the River 
Jordan. 
Today, Begin has been forced by political reality 
to focus on domestic economic, education, and 
social issues while promising conciliation towards 
Israel's beligerent neighbours. 
Begin was quick to invite Arab leaders to meet 
him face-to-face for peace talks in Jerusalem, 
Geneva, or an Arab capital, though it is obvious 
none is likely to accept while the question of 
Palestine Liberation Organization representation 
remains unresolved. The invitation is at least a 
recognition ofthe dangers of appearing unwilling to 
compromise. 
Unfortunately, it may be almost impossible for 
Begin, given his past reputation, to get any closer 
to meaningful peace talks than his "moderate" 
~ redecessors. Already, Arab leaders have con- emned the election result as a harbinger of 
bloodshed. Syria is reportedly siezing upon this 
opportunity to convince Saudi Arabia to extend 
more aid for military purchases. Other Arab 
nations have described the election results as a 
setback for American diplomacy, raising the 
spectre of an increased Soviet presence in the 
Mideast. 
Now that the Israeli election is over, the United 
States and other peacemakers can resume their 
pressure on all parties in the region. Just by 
removing one uncertainty, the election has opened 
the door to diplomacy• 
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mr/MAT.EDMONTON I'II'EtlIVE QUESTIONNAIRE An MLAWM repor t  • . t~" # 
- Shelford seeks tnpu M 
OCCUPATION . . . . .  " - -  By CYRIL  SHELFORD Co lumbia  or  Democratic some i dea  whether the 
Recently, we saw the first socialism in Manitoba, 
(1) Do you wish to  see development  in  your  a rea?  Yes - -  No of the public hearings on the Saskatchewan or Great 
Kitimat-Edmonton Pipe Britain, can function 
If "Yes", state type of developnent to be encouraged Line which will be one of the properly under these con- 
more important decisions ditions as it requires 6 per 
affecting this area for many cent o 7 per cent growth to 
years, likely the most ira- provide nough jobs for the 
(2)  Now fami l ia r  a re  you wi th  the  ?J.t: la~t P ipe l ine  Proposa l?  portent since the agreement young people coming out of 
with Alcan that made the schools. 
A l i t t le  Some A lot Kitimat Aluminum plant Business and individuals 
(3) I t  i s  expected B.C. w i l l  have to  tmpo~t o f f - shore  o i l  in  the  fa i r ly  near  possible, back in 1949-50. have no incentive left to 
fu ture ,  What o ther  locat ions  would you favour  i f  opposed to  an o i l  Por t  Be fore  making a decision in develop and create jobs with 
at KitJJ~at? myown mind, I wish to hear so many restrictions and 
all sides for and against and delays placed in their paths. 
most important "What will Pressure groups made up of 
be the terms and benefits to very well meaning people 
(/~) Do you th ink  0 i l  Tankers moving on th inest  Coast pose a major th reat  to  the Province, if any"? and radical extremists, are 
our Fishery resources? No doubt his approach is destroying a system but 
fast becoming old fashioned making no concrete plans to 
Yes No as in these times many create another better 
• . people line up for and system. 
I f  answer i s  "Yes" ind icate  type o£" damage expeoted and examples i f  against long before they get, the information. In other Tony Pearse of the Telk- 
possible, words, they demand Public "wa in answer to mine, 
• Hearings, not for providing brings up some very in- 
information to reach a teresting points, however, 
reasonable decision, but he failed to answer the most 
(5) The Kitimat Pipeline Company states about ~0 - 100 permanent Jobs wLll be solely to try and justify their" importantmy letterqUesti°nand that°f allwas .in 
avaL lab le  from K i t imat  to  FAmonton and several ,  hundred dur ing  const ruct ion ,  own narrow point of view. "What type of development 
Do you th ink  the  p ipe l ine  pro~ect  w i l l  ease  the  unemployment s i tuat ion  As I have pointed out  £n the Northwest? before, these fixed positions he supports, if any, after oppos ing  severa l  • have brought he economy • ~,, 
Yes No of Canada to a stand-still development l~ro]ects.. 
with little or no growth and He did howeWr b~ing up a 
(6)  Are you in  favour  of  the  K£t:Imate-FAmonton P ipe l ine?  Yes No Governments all across very good suggestion on a 
- -  Canada re being pushed by questionnaire to find out 
Give reasons for opinion, pressure groups and not peoples widhes on the Pipe 
giving the majority strong Line and Development, 
' C,0vernment. Neither free which I hope people will 
Cl ip  and re turn  to  Cyr i l  Me S~el fo rd  M.L.A. ~603 J Park  Ave, Ter race  enterprise in Ontario, complete and send to my 
Quebec and British office. This should give us the final count. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ . . . . . . . . . .  • .....-.-~...-~...-.~.-.-.~...-.-~:~/..-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.....-......................~.~.r.....r.:.:...~...-.-.....- ~ - ... -.-...r .-...- .-. :.:.: : :.:. ; ;.: :~ ~: : :.  .:. :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.   :.:.:.:. :.:~:~:-:;:::;:::;:.f :  f-:;:':':'.:.:;:.;:;:~:~:~:;:;:;:.;:'.':~:':~:~:i:~:i:~:~:~:~e~ 
Guest editorial 
"'Psst - -  wanna buy some sacchar in?"  
BOB'S GREATEST FAN 
" He never gives up Hope! 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- album he plans to present to ficialsin every city he visits, birthday... I'm sure I speak 
Where there's Devon Smith, Hope on his 75th birthday At Vancouver city hall, for all Vancouverites when I
there's Hope. May 29, 1978. Deputy Mayor May Brown say to ~,ou: Thanks for the 
Smith, who lives with his presented Smith with a memories." 
mother and brother in warn- letter, on official 'Office of " 
The M-year-old Smith, a 
scrap metal dealer from 
Wampum, Penn., is the 
world's foremost Bob Hope 
fan, and he's on a North 
American tour in search of 
the comedian's fans to prove 
it. 
He wants them to sign an 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: in the news 
pum, has budgeted $500 for 
the project--a lot of money 
for a man who only earns 
$3,000 a year. 
He travels on buses, 
the Mayor' letterhead, to 
Hope "on behalf of Mayor 
Jack Volrich and the 
members of the Vancouver 
city council...on your 75th 
He has travelled more 
than 6,000 miles in the past 
two weeks and has per- 
sonally collected about 2;800' 
signatures. 
Government should spend 
any more of the taxpa~'ers 
dollars in trying to find 
practical development in 
the highest cost area of the 
world• 
Tony Pearse was con- 
cerned with my December 
letter to the Honourable 
Sam Bawlf, Minister o f  
Recreation; Honourable 
Jack D~vis, Minister of 
Transport; and the 
Honourable Jim Neiisod, 
asking them to get all tim 
information possible on how 
the project would affect 
their Departments and 
stated at that time that the 
majority of the people in the 
area supported the pipelin e. 
At that date I thL,/k'it was 
correct but doubt hat it is 
any more as I believe that 
the various groups oppOsing 
the development have 
convinced man), people to 
change their minds and fo~ 
that reason I appreciate he 
suggestion, as I am sure 
both the Honourable Iona 
Campagnolo and myself will 
be very interested ln the 
outcome, which will be 
published when the results 
are in. I would ask everyone 
:/to mail the quesUonmire, 
back 9uickly. Tony Peat~e 
is inwted to this office for 
The following comment was submitted by five 
students of a high school sociology class who asked 
- that their identities be kept confidential. 
Child abuse has always been a problem. In the 
past, people have been reluctant o acknowledge 
this fact; recently the community has become 
aware of its existence. Unfortunately realization of 
the problem does not provide a solution. 
Cause and cures are undetermined and  
especially hard to find under the present cir- 
cumstances. There are numerous Pe0ple con- 
cerned with helping bat tered/ch i ld~ fild':thejk 
parents but they alone cannot possibly rectify this 
problem. They need the assistance of the local 
authorities andthe aid of the public. Most often, 
ublic refuses to become involved for fear of 
rouging their character! They prefer to remain 
isolated and ignorant of the situation; however, the 
local authorities eem to be as irresponsible as 
anybody! 
It is hard to justify the authorities' actions; in- 
stead of working together towards a common 
cause, they are divided by their opposing 
viewpoints. You cannot solve this type of Crisis 
when one half believes punishing the parent is the 
answer and the other half supports rehabilitation. 
It is distressing to visualize the circumstance 
which arises from this lack of co-oPeration; 
however, no progress will be made until con- 
tradictions within this group are settled. When 
parent and child are t reatedas a unit in need of 
help, rather than as wrongdoer and victim, positive 
results can be obtained; when the two are in- 
terlocked, fears of exposure and public harassment 
are imminent. 
If this community was provided with a ch i ld  
abuse center where counselling and information 
usually by night, he says, to 
avoid paying for hotel 
rooms, andhe eats most of 
his meals at hamburger 
stands. 
was readily available, perhaps people would fee!  
less inhibited by previous public attitudes. As it 
stands~ Terrace is desperately in need of such a 
service. It is sad to say that any hopes of 
organizing this kind of centre appears to be fantasy 
as it is beyond the capabflites of those who would be 
seriously dedicated. 
Hopefully a fuller understanding of this problem 
will be acquired in the future as it has definitely 
been concealed in the past. 
CNTU CONVENTION 
His goal is to reach as 
One-time desperado posmble200,000nextmany' May°fsignatures.andH°pe'Sa tOmi imumCOlectfans by Sof CO n f  r o  nt Q ue beg: lob O r g rot# p
TEL AVIV (AP) -- Thirtyfive years His troops killed 250 persons in an "I don't care if they live in 
ago, Menahem Begin was a Jewish attack on the Arab village of Deir Yassin big towns, villages, out in MONTREAL (CP) -- federation's trounces are in the federation does not give The convention may also 
guerrilla, hunted by British soldiers and and it is reported that was a major the bush or wherever. If Money, or the lack of it, and a perilous state. Since then them higher salaries, deal with the sensitive 
Arabs and despised by other Jewish factor in the Arab exodus from PalesUne they're Bob Hope fans, I a decision whether to take there have been several 
want heir signatures," said 
Sagging clout, thinning ranks 
leaders in Palestine. 
Early today he declared he would head 
a new Israeli government after his right- 
wing Likud party apparently gained a 
plurality in nationalelections over the 
Labor party, which has traditionally 
governed Israel. 
The Labor party has been the main 
force in all Israeli governments since 
Israel became independent in 1946. 
Israel had been administered byBritain 
under a pest-First World War mandate 
from the League of Nations, and the 
British were the targets of Jewish 
guerrillas until they withdrew in May, 
1948. 
in 1948. 
Be[gin, 63, was born in Poland and 
immigrated toPalestine in 1942. 
He suffered a heart attack one month 
before elections, but remains a tough, 
outspoken ationalist. 
Begin is what his friends call "a warm 
Jew," who keeps open house on the 
Sabbath, looks after comrades from his 
guerrilla days and laces his oratory with 
Bible passages. 
Begin entered politics with his Herut 
(liberty) party. 
Herut gradually expanded by joining 
with other parties. After the 1967 six-day 
war, it fought for annexation of captured 
Arab land and Begin still opposes any 
withdrawal from the occupied West 
Begin's most famous exploit as a 
guerrilla chieftain was the planting of a 
bomb in Jersualem's Kin~ David Hotel Bank of the Jordan River. This stand 
that killed 35 British soldmrs, might dampen U.S. hopes for peace. 
• • , ,  • , , , ,  • , , ,  • , , ,  • , , ,  • ,  • • , , ,  , . , . , , ,  • ,  * *  • ,  ~ ,  .o.,.,.•.,.•.,.•...o.•.,.,.,.,-.., .o. , .  • , ,  • , , ,  • ¢ ,  • • • , ,  • ,  • ,  • , ,  ,.,,,,,,**,,%,,,**.,,*,*,,,%,,,,*,**?,,••**•.,,,*,*,*.,.,**...%**,,,•~, 
Smith. 
The slim ~reying man 
came knockxng at Van- 
couver newsrooms Tuesday,. 
He wants Bob Hope fans m 
the Greater Vancouver area 
to sign their names, along 
with a personal birthday 
greeting, on a sheet of 
iooseleaf paper and send it 
to the Bob Hope Salute, c-o 
DeVon Smith, RR 2, Wam- 
pum, Penn. 16157. 
"I've collected Signatures 
~rom almost everyone I've 
met on this trip but I can't 
get to all his fans by 
myself," Smith explained. 
So he goes to the local 
media, as well as civic of- 
part in next week's Quebec 
economic summit will be 
major issues at the annual 
convention of the Con- 
federation ofNational Trade 
Unions (CNTU) which opens 
today in Quebec City. 
There is no shortage of 
problems facing Quehec's 
second largest  labor 
federation. Defections have 
thinned the CNTU's ranks to 
150,000, and delegates will 
mull over ways to bolster 
the federation's agging 
financial situation without 
resorting to yet another 
dues hike. 
CNTU president Norbert 
Redrigue warned earlier 
this year that the 
layoffs at CNTU 
headquarters here, coupled 
with less than subtle hints of 
further dismissals. 
Insiders say h dues are 
already too big compared 
with other labor 
federations--and cannot 
keep climbing without 
encouraging more defec- 
tions. The CNTU recently 
lost more than 5,000 Mon- 
treal municipal workers, 
largely because they pre- 
ferred the lower dues 
structure of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees. 
At the same time, CNTU 
office employees and staff 
representatives have been 
warning they may strike if 
Once the financial 
~uestion is dealt with, 
elegates to the four-day 
convention will decide once 
and for all whether the 
CNTU will participate in 
next week's meeting in La 
Malbaie of government, 
labor and business leaders. 
Rodrigue's stand in favor 
of participating in the 
summit has been challenged 
by the CNTU's left wing, led 
by Michel Chartrand, the 
fiery veteran who lost out 
for the presidency last year. 
Insiders say the con- 
#ention will agree to par- 
ticipation, but not without a 
floor fight that may reveal 
the current ideological 
divisions in the labor body. 
problem of regulating the 
activities of radical left- 
wihg groups--mil itant 
Maoists and Trotskyites-- 
who have gained increasing 
influence in some CNTU 
affiliates .in recent years; 
While not renouncing tile 
labor body's essential com- 
mitment to socialism, 
Rodrigue warned that 
delegates may have to tak~ 
action to curb the leftist 
group.s to preserve the 
tradttional democratic 
character of the CNTU. 
Delegates will likely chose 
a successor to CNTU 
secretarygeneral  Jean  
Tbibeault, who resigned 
recently to rejoin his family 
in Quebec City. 
Abuse problem 
being ignored 
...,. 
I 
INTERNATIONAL PLAY 
New hockey study 
OTTAWA :CP) -- A non- 
l~rti~n ad hoc.commit~e 
be se~ up m tma ways .m 
lml~_ ove Canada's approacn 
to international hockey, 
Ions Campagnolo, minister 
of fitness and amateur 
sport_, said Wednesday. 
Ms. Campagnmo told a 
news ,conference she plans 
to eaU upon all interested 
parties to appear and that 
Jhe eommit{~e will report 
dlreetly to her. ' 
.Several Canadian hockey 
players were criticized for 
the motherload ofhockey to 
reassess our position," she 
said. 
Ms. Campagnolo said she 
intends to send a letter to 
every member of 
Parliamentexhorting them 
to "find out what the people 
want done" to improve 
Canada's image abroad. 
In Toronto, Alan 
Eagleson,  execut ive  
director of the National 
Hockey League Players' 
Association and chairman of 
unnecessary roughness 
during the world cham- 
plonahi p in iS, ustria last IONA CAMPAGNOLO 
munro. • not necessary in l~urope. 
I~. Campagnolo said she She said there are many 
did not condone the violence options to explore and she 
in Vienna but pointed out the may visit several owners of 
difficulty o f  playing, professional hockey teams 
aggressively ".m Canada all to get their views. 
year and then neing told it is "We owe it to ourselves as 
' DRAYTON 
Marathon man 
international hockey for 
Canada, applauded the 
minister's interest. 
"I commend Ms. Cam- 
~tg nolo for her interest in ernational hockey. She 
exhibited that interest by 
travelling with the team in 
Europe. 
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WITH 6.1 V ICTORY 
hates his race 
g TORONTO/ (CP) -- 
Jerome Drayton might .be 
Se No. 1 marathon runner 
in the world today, but he 
ietests the gruelling 
:llstances involved. 
He'd much prefer gearing 
his competitive running to 
the shorter 10,000-and event 
5,000-meire distances, but 
admits "it's not practical 
an,,y more." ' 
I can't afford the time it 
would take to excel at these 
distances," said Drayton, a 
31-year-old provincial civil 
servant. "So the only thing 
for me to do is ~y to develop 
some affection for the 
marathon. 
"I'm not sure I can, 
though. The marathon is 
really hard to love." 
Drayton has won the last 
two races over  the 
marathon distance of 26 
miles, 385 yards of any 
consequence--the Boston 
marathon last month and 
the Fukuo~a in Japan last 
alsap~pbiii .~ig sixth-pmce 
showing in the Olympic 
marathon at Montreal last 
July, he's won three of the 
last five major marathon 
races .  
.,1 try to avoid marathons 
like a" bad disease, but 
because it's my best event, I 
have to do a couple a year to 
confirm my training 
methods," claims Drayton, 
who didn't start running 
competitively until he was 
in high school and only by 
chance after accepting a 
challenge to run two miles 
which he won. 
Asked what he dislikes 
most about marathon 
rmming, he chuckles and 
replies: "What is there to 
like?" 
"To describe the agony of 
the marathon to somebody 
who's never ran it is like 
trying to explain color to a 
person who was born color 
blind. It's simply im- 
peqsible. 
: "I ,would suppose almost 
everybody has exporienced 
to  some degree what you 
• feel in 'an event like the 
5,000. Thei:e's the burning 
inside and the stiffness. But 
you get over i t  fairly 
quickly. A hot bath takes 
away the stiffness. 
"In the marathon, it's all 
infinitely more  acute. 
Everything suffers, even 
your internal organs. You're 
in pain all through the last 
six miles and for days af- 
terwards. Every atom of 
you aches. You're one big 
ache. It's torture...." 
Drayton, .meanwhile, is 
gearing his training for 
10,000 metres, as are his 
main U.S. rivals, Frank 
Shorter and Bill Rodgers. 
He expects to face them at 
the U.S. championships in
California next month and in 
Chicago on July 4. 
But his main target is a 
spot on the first WQORLD 
Cup track meet at 
Duesseldorf, West Ger- 
many, in September, and 
the only way a Canadian can 
qualify as a member of the 
team-- one person per 
event--representing the 
Americas. 
Canadians get one break 
though. U.S. athletes aren't 
included on the America'f 
team.  They get separate 
representation, as do the 
Soviet Union and East 
Germans because of their 
Olympic plaeings. 
So what's involved for 
Drayton is coming first over 
10,.000.. met res ,  at the 
AmeriCas World Cup trials 
in Guadalajara, Mexico. 
Because of the scheduling, 
Drayton is not con- 
templating the marathon as 
well but says he'll go for the 
double at the Com- 
monwealth Games in Ed- 
monton next year. 
Jets lead WHA playoff 
• WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Winnipeg Jets gave up an 
early goal then took control 
to score a 6-1 victory 
Wednesday night over Que- 
bec Nordiques and take a 2-1 
lead in their World Hockey 
Association final. 
The fourth game of the 
bestof-seven series will be 
played here Friday night. 
Curt Brackenbury scored 
for Quebec at 2:08 of the 
first period and Nordiques 
held that lead through the 
PeBriod. 
ut Willy Lindstrom and 
Dan Labraaten took turns 
setting each other up in the 
second period to give 
Winnipeg a 2-I lead. Anders 
Hedborg scored a power 
play goal just 31 seconds 
into the third veriod and 
Winnipeg pulled'away with surface to further hamper 
other goals by Ulf Nilsson, the clubs. 
Bill Lesuk and Lindstrom. Quebec was least affected 
But before the defending in the first period as they 
champions got untracked charged into the Winnipeg 
before 10,205 fans, they end and bottled up the Jets 
struggled along with ~uebec with good checking and 
thr.ou~h a dull opening hitt ing. I 
perioa. -"es That led to their first goa 
It took opposing coac, at 2:08 of the period. Bob 
Marc Boileau of Quebec and Fichener checked defen- 
Bobby Kromm of Winnipeg ceman Lars Sjoberg off the 
less than three minutes 
before they began their 
game of matching lines. 
That resulted in numerous 
delays and combined with 
temperatures in the arena in 
the high 70s, contributed to 
the slow pace. 
As the me got softer with 
each passing minute, pools 
of water appeared 
throughou~ the playing 
Bob Ripmeester with a government 
cheque for $15,000.. a one.third grant 
towards purchase, of the old Alliance 
Church. The association will now be 
raising money from the community-at- 
large to g~ther the other $3O,O00 required 
to move out of its inadequate premises. 
The Terrace Association for the 
Mentally retarded got a much- 
appreciated boost in its effort to raise 
funds for a new building. Cyril Shelford 
(right), Skeena's MLA, presented 
association president Joyce DiGiovanni 
and Three PAvers Workshop director 
TOP CANADIAN DRIVER 
e won 
TORONTO (CP) -- The seven-race Challenge 
Giiles Vilieneuve admits it's Series begins there Sunday. 
unlikely he'll repeat his 1976 The tour includes stops at 
~rformance with Formula Gimli, Man., June 26; 
Atlantic racing cars. Edmonton, July 3; Van- 
The 25-year-old driver couver, July 17; Shu- 
from BerthierviUe, Qua., benacadie, N.S., Aug. 7; St. 
won nine of 10 races, in- Felicien, Que., Aug. 14, and 
eluding four in the U.S., to Quebec, Sept. 25. 
make a shambles of the Eachracehasafirstprize 
Canadian driving chain- of $12,000 and graduating 
pioaships, prize money to the top 20 
But m~ creased purses to placings, with 20th place 
$50,-000 a race--up from worth $300. P..o!n~ from 
$20,000 a year ago--and the each. race w].  oe .a.c- 
added bonus of a $50,000 cumulated ~o aetermine one 
points fund at the end of the points fund at season's end, 
season makes this year's with the top 15placings from 
$400.000 Labatt's Challenge each race earning points on 
Series attractive to more a graduating scale from 30 
U.S. and European teams, to one. 
, I  , L ,  It s gonna be hard and ' We had such a fantastic 
heavy, Villeneuve said year (in 1976), I don t think 
Wednesay before leaving for there are too many people in 
Mesport~ 45 miles east of Canada or the United States 
Toronto, where he wdl put who don't expect us to win 
i~t,~rl~ha//ieethrr°u ugh lotS' aag~n t,~sY~er,"pr~euve 
Mosport Park s 2.459-mile real'Iv there and really 
roadcourse, hard." 
CONTEH 
Stripped of I|ght crown 
H 90% of his races 
He compared himself with 
a hockey player who scores 
60 goals one season. 
'~'They expect him to go 
out and score 70 goals the 
next year." 
Despite the monetary 
attraction to lure highly- 
regarded Formula .1 drivers 
to the circuits, Villeneuve 
still expects his chief rival, 
will be veteran Toronto 
driver Bill Brack, a three 
time winner (1973-74-75) of
the Canadian driving title. 
NO HORSEPLAY 
WITH ILLNESS 
after the Englishman 
brought suit in London to try 
to block the bout, saying he 
had signed the contract "at 
nistol ~oint." When Conteh 
r'-efuse~l toappear in Monte 
Carlo, the boxing governing 
board warned him and then 
stripped him of his title. 
Rudolfo Sabbatini, the 
promoter of the cham- 
pionship bout, showed 
reporters a photocopy of a 
contract bearing the 
signature "J. Conteh" and 
said: 
"I don't understand 
what's come over him. I 
don't think there's any country for 
simple explanation. Maybe •fans." 
MONT~ CARLO .(AP) -- 
Tile World Boxing Council 
(WCB), took away John 
Conteh's light heavyweisht 
championship Wednesday 
sad then was revorted to 
have givennpre]iminary 
authorization for Jesse 
Burnett of the United States 
to fight jet !ag and Miguel 
Cuello for the vacant itle 
here Saturday. 
Burnett was flying to 
Monaco from California via 
New York, Paris and 
Marseille, atrip involving at 
least 15 hours in the air to 
meet the undefeated Ar- 
gentine who Conteh refused 
~ fight. , 
The WBC s action came 
it's someming involving his 
health or perhaps a fear of 
being brutally beaten. 
There's no reasonable x- 
planation for him to have 
turned down this kind of 
payday." 
Conteh's contract called 
for him t o get $198350. 
In London,' Conteh said: 
"I am still the champ. I am 
the man the people come to 
see. All along ~t was my 
choice to fight here in 
Britain. I am the champion. 
I shall fight where I like. I. 
wanted to fight in this 
the BritiSh 
problems. After his opening 
defeat, he won four con- 
secutive races in 1976, in- 
cluding a victory over Royal 
Ski in the Marlboro Nursery 
at Bowie. 
But he missed the Laurel 
Futurity last fall because of 
shin problems, then missed 
the Allegheny Stakes at 
Keystone because of a nose 
injury. His victory in the 
Iroquois in his threeyear-old 
debut was his first race in 
five months. 
Now he's physically fit 
again and, Simpson hopes, 
ready for the $150,000- 
added, 1 3-16-mile 
Preakness. 
Cormorant will be ridden 
by Danny Wright. 
Meanwhile, Jean Cruguet, 
who is scheduled to ride fa- 
vored~ Seattle Slew in the 
Preakness, was to find o~t 
today whether Aqueduct 
stewards will suspend him 
for his ride in the sixth race 
there Wednesday. A ,ban 
would cost him the mount on 
Seattle Slew. 
Cruguet's mount, Lady 
Singer, finished fourth but 
was disqualified for in- 
terference and placed last. 
Cruguet rode Seattle Slew to 
victory in the Kentucky 
Derby, first leg of thorough- 
bred racing's Triple Crown. 
t 
puck in the corner and 
passed it into the Winnipeg 
goal crease. Brackenbury 
collided with Winnipeg 
goalie Joe Daley and with 
him down Brackenbury bed 
no trouble sliding the puck 
into the net. 
There were few other good 
scoring chances in the 
period but when 
BrackenberY took a holding 
penalty early in the second 
Winnipeg tied the score. 
Quebec goalie Richard 
Brodeur got a piece of 
Lindstrom's 35-foal slap shot 
but not enough to keep ~t out 
of the net at 4:42. 
The  L indst rom-  
Labraaten-Peter Sullivan 
line was easily the most 
effective and they provided 
the Jets second goal at 
13:16. Lindstrom in- 
tercepted Chris Bordeleau's 
pass at centre ice and fed a 
quick pass to Labrasten. He 
sped around defenceman 
Paul Baxter, swept across 
the front of the net and put 
the puck into the top corner. 
Marc Tardif went off in 
the final minute of the 
second period and with him 
still in the penalty box in the 
BALTIMORE (AP) 
Cormorant might not be 
able to handle Seattle Slew 
in Saturday's running of the 
Preakness, but so far he has 
bed more trouble with in- 
~ and illness than he has with the opposition. 
Cormorant bolted in his 
first race last 'year and 
'finished seventh. He then 
won seven races in a row 
until finishing second to 
lougshot Iron Constitution i  
last Saturday's Withers. 
"When he was challenged 
in the stretch, he was a little 
bit tired," trainer Jim 
Simpson said Wednesday of
Cormorant's Withers 
erformance. "But he 
dn't raced in 35 days and 
he only had three workouts 
in~oS/maoYSant, owned' by 
Charles Berry, Jr. of, Up- 
perville, Va., had won the 
Iroquois Handicap at 
Garden State and the Bay 
Shore and Gotham Stakes at 
Aqueduct in his first three 
races this year and was 
headed for the Blue Grass 
Stakes as a final Kentucky 
Derby prep. But about 12 
days before the Blue Grass, 
he developed a temperature 
which kept him from going 
to Kentucky. 
It wasn't the first time 
Cormorant missed a race 
because of physical 
PAGE $ 
third, Hedbor~ got his first 
goal of the senas an d llth of 
the playoffs. He took a pass 
from Mike Ford, burst 
around defenceman Wally 
Weir and rifled a low shot 
into the opposite corner of 
the goal. 
Combined with his 70 
regular season goals, 
Hedborg now has a record 81 
goals for the year, one more 
than the previous pro- 
fessional record set last 
year by Reg Leach of 
Philadelphia Flyers of the 
National League. 
Nilsson got his fourth goal 
of the pla),offs at 6:16 of the 
third perled when he stole 
the puck off Weir about 15 
feet in front of Brodeur and 
beat he Quebec goalie with. 
a slapshot. 
FORMER NATIONAL STAR 
38-year-old Perry 
wins 100th AL game 
Gaylord Perry of Texas game progressed, retiring. Knapp pitched.~'lght s rong 
~:: Ra~e.~'::became~ the.~d;~: :.tl~e'_.!~[aai .l.~e~.p.it ~j~tte~s[~',-" innings in ,leai~iTJg', ,C~icago 
pitehei'. "in' ':inajor ' league" "Texas 'tagg~a Tigers White Sex to ~/"/-4 ~inrat~, 
history to win 100 games in starter John Hiller, a over Kansas City R ya . 
both the American and Toronto native, withtheloss Robin Yount's two-out 
thanks to five runs in the single in the 10th inning 
scored Sixto Lezoano and 
National leagues as the 
Rangers defeated Detroit 
Tigers 6-3 Wednesday night. 
The 38-year-old Perry, 3-4, 
was credited with the vic- 
tor~ after a rocky start in 
which he fell behind 3-0 in 
the first inning. As he has 
done many times in the past, 
Perry got better as the 
fourth inning. Reserve 
catcher John Ellis delivered 
the key hit, a two-run single, 
to spoil relief ace Hiller's 
third start in the last six 
years. 
In other American League 
action, Oscar Gamble bolted 
a threa-run homer and Chris 
Bob not quiet 
as A's starter 
OAKLAND (AP) -- In Bob 
Lacey, the impatient young 
relief pitcher who quickly 
became a favorite of 
Oakland A's fans, baseball 
may have another Mark 
Fi~yeh. 
However, unlike: Fidrych, 
the Detroit Tigei's' rookie 
sensation of 1976, Lacey 
doesn't kneel on the mound 
to smooth the.dirt. And he 
doesn't alk to the bell. 
But Lacey, Oakland's ix- 
foot f ive ,  190-pound 
newcomer does a few things 
which set him apart from 
your average rookie pit- 
cher--llke taunting Roggle 
Jackson after striking out 
the former A's slugger to the 
delight of the 32,409 fans who 
cheered Oakland home {b an 
8-4 American League vic- 
tory over New York 
Yankees Monday night. 
"He hollered at me and 
made some. gestures, too," 
said Jackson, charging 
Lacey with bushleague 
action although admitting 
the 23-year-old left-hander 
threw major-league pitches 
in fanning him twice in two 
tries. 
Lacey ,  somewhat  
apologetic after earning his 
hrst bigleague victory, 
explained: " I  was 
emotionally up.., I :might 
-have said somethii/g 
derogatory. I don't 
remember. I just wanted 
Jackson. I wanted to strike 
him out." 
A's manager Jack 
MeKeon says: "I just like 
the way he goes after bat- 
tars with strikes. He doesn't 
seem to worry about 
whether an~bedy will hit 
mm. 
lifted Milwaukee Brewers to 
a 3-2 victory over Toronto 
Blue Jays. 
In the National League, 
Bob Bailey drove in three 
runs with a single and a 
sacrifice fly to lead Cin- 
ciunati Reds to an 8-3 vie- 
tory over Pittsburgh 
Pirates, handing winless 
Jerry Reuss his fifth loss. 
Biff Pocoroba drove in 
two runs with a homer aud 
double and Barry Bounell 
added two run-scoring 
singles as Atlanta Braves 
edged Montreal Expos 108. 
'Lou Brock and Mike 
Tyson each collected three 
singles to pace a 15-hit St. 
Louis attack as the Car- 
dinals clipped Houston 
Astros 8-4. 
: .... ,Ion Matlaek fired a five- 
hitter for his second con- 
secutive shutout, pitching 
New York Mets to a 2-0 
victory over San Francisco 
Giants. 
Dave Lopes's two-run 
single and a two-run homer 
b ygReggle Smith led Los 
eles Dodgers to a 6-4 
victory over Philadelphia 
Phillies. 
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ABOUT VIETNAM WAR a nada g rows to 23 million 
wASHINGTON (AP) -- The source says Nixon be- 
Former president Richard lieves that American in- ' 
volvement in Vietnam was OTTAWA (CP) -- ces, each experiencing was second in 1976 by a 
the way he worth the sacrifices, Canada's  populat ion .~rowth of 12.9 per cent in narrow margin, with a total 
five years. 
Saskatchewan was the 
Nixon says he has no 
apology for 
conducted the war in although itwould have been reached 22,992,604 last June 
1 according to the 1976 Southeast Asia, regretting more popular politically to 
only that he did not step up pull out of the war. census, up 6.6 per cent or 
the military drive earlier to The United States opened 1,424,693 from the previous 
bring the North Vietnamese a new phase of the In- census in 1971, Statistics 
to the bargaining table, dochina war on May 9, 1972, Canada reported Wed- 
In the third segment of minin~ Haiphong Harbor nesday.. 
Nixon's interviews with and s]x other North Viet- The 1976 census also 
David Frost, to be shown namese ports and in- showed that while the 
tonight, a source on the tensifying its air offensive c o u n t r ~' s I a r g e s t 
Frost st~ff says the former against rail and other metropolitan areas con- 
president credits the supply lines in the north, tinued to show rapid growth, 
If that had been done in urban dwellers were moving steplped.u p bombings, the 
mimng o f  Haiphong harbor 1970, about he time of the from the core of cities to 
in 1972, and his refusal to Cambodian i vasion, Nixon suburbs. 
bow to domestic dissent with maintains, the war might The census showed that 
finally persuading Hanoi to have been ended earlier, the Alberta and British 
come to terms, source said. Columbia population grew 
:,..:~:::::::::::::~:::::::~:~::::::::::::::.::::.:::::::::::::::::::::..::::::::::..:::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::.::::::::::: fastest among the provin- 
AMID CONTROVERSY 
only province in which the 
population declined, with a 
drop of one-half of one per 
cent. 
Ontario's growth over the 
five-year period was 7.8 per 
cent, while Quebec and 
Manitoba both experienced 
the relatively low growt h of 
3.4 per cent. 
Metropolitan Toronto 
ew over the five years to 
come the country's 
largest community with a 
population of 2,803,-101, an 
mcrease of 7.7 per cent. 
Metropolitan Montreal 
population of 2,~2,4~. The 
city grew b~/ only 2.7 per 
cent in the fiveyear persod. 
Metropolitan Vancouver, 
Canada's third-largest city, 
grew by 7.8 per cent to 
1,166,348 but metropolitan 
Calgary registered the 
fastest growth among major 
cities with a 16.5-per-cent i .
crease to 469,917. 
But while metropolitan 
areas--including suburbs-- 
of the country's major cities 
grew, the cities proper 
shrank. 
The City of Toronto, with a 
population of 712,786 in 1971, 
had a population decline of 
:::::::~ ~..':-~,,~t::'..,:'.:~'..~ 
BRITISH 
11.1 per cent to 633,318. 
The City of Montreal, with 
1,-214,352 persons in 1971, 
shrank to 1,080,546, adrop of 
11 per cent. 
Vancouver  proper  
declined by 3.8 per cent to 
410,18& - 
Suburban eentres around 
the major cities grew. 
Mississauga, Ont., just 
outside Toronto, grew by 
4.5.3 per cent. 
Longueuil, Que., near 
Montreal grew by 25.5 per 
cent and Delta, B.C., near 
Vancouver; increased its 
peTPulation by 40.6 per cent• 
he fastest growing 
municipality with more than 
50,000 population was 
Gloucester Township near 
Ottawa, which increased by 
Co lumbia  ~,468,60g 
(2,184,621) ; A lberta  
1,838,037 (1,027,874) ; 
Man i toba  1,021,SOg 
(988,247); Saskatchewan 
921,323 (926,242); Nova 
Scotia 828,571 (788,9~0) ;, 
56.2 per cent o a population 
of 66,516. _ New Brunswick 677,-260 
Population figures for the (034,557); Newfoundland 
provinces and territories, 577,725 (522,104); Prince 
with 1971 figures in Edward Island IIB,2Z9 
brackets, follow: (111,641); Northwest 
Ontar io  8 ,264 ,405  Terriroties 42,60~(34;097); 
(7,703,106); Quebec 0,234,445 and the Yukon Te~'ftory 
(6,027,764); Br i t i sh  21,830 (18,388). 
White-haired crooks 
admit to old heist 
watch repairman. 
On Jan. 17, I I b seven years afar it .hap:. other participants get a L 1950, Costa" Pasta. ta..,s start again SCANDAL BOSTON(AP)--Twenty-history.Thesetwo'andihree 
pened, two wince-haweD percentage of the book's stood on a nearby rooftop 
LONDON (AP) -- The crooks returned to the scene profits, and acted as a lookout. I/e 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Pest acknowledged there have The anion'president said Commons haendorsed the stateowned auto giant of the crime Wednesday nd Richardson, 70, and Costa, watched as seven hoklup 
office controversy erupted been continuing problems in CUPW has presented its de- union call for a royal British Leyland was ac- admitted their role in the 63,were among 11 men wh_o men dressed in pea cog w 
Wednesday inthe Commons the'post off!ce because of mands to the po.st office commission, but rejected cusedbyanewspa~rrooay $27-million Brink's rob- robhed the vault at Brink s and' Halloween masks 
and at union headquarters tec.nn.oxogic~_ nan.gn ann "and real bargaining starts Dinsdale's suggestion that of bribery and fraud "on a ~0~v They confessed for the headquarters in Boston's moved into the Brink's 
of a new round of sam ne woma consmer me this week." the matter be referred to a ' . . " " :. ~ . . • . ' • . " ". • 
formal°n the eVecontract talks bet- suggestion for a royal . The union says it wants a parliamentary committee o 
ween the govermnent and commission if the union guarantee that workers will because that would make it 
Q M 
the Canadian Union of would agree to suspend benefit from technological apolitical football. 
Postal Workers (CUPW). negotiations during the changes. As Davidson ,,vatcbed 
Progressive Conservative commission's hearings. Davidson said CUPW is from the gallery, Blais said 
Walter. Dinsdale (Brandon- _...~mo'~ ......~..,...;-a;"ot'~ .....that ....ha not opposed to changes that in the Commons that his 
Souns) opened a Commons knew the umon would not will zmprove post office goal is to promote peaceful 
debate on the post office . . . . . . . . . .  agree to suspend talks while efficiency but workers relations in the post office. 
wlm a suggestion mat a _ _ - a commission went to work should be protected from The pesbnaster-general 
special uommons-~enate . . . . . . . .  and commented as he left adverse ffects and because .went on to say that the 
comm ee ~ appomve.a., to his news conference: "It is "the post office has violated CUPW leaders "have 
investigate me post omce .., nr~d,,mie anv-,vav " the current contract with adopted acombativestance, 
because of the gover- . . . impunity, the new contract an intransigent stance ... executive Alex Park, ~;~,,,, ~,o-f~ien both men say they wish they Costa, got life plus wo 
m~nt', enntinuin~ inabilitv Dmsdale stud he found it . Their . . . . . . . . . .  • to provide Canadians with distressing that the post should have some penalty that is counter-productive." reproduced m the news- was a ~u~icitv stunt for a had nevergotteninvolvedin years. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Davidson saldlator he did paper, said the book a~(l mov~ about heir the heist. The men who were still 
an efficient nostal service." office and CUPW are m a clauses in it." not want to comment on arrangement was approv.ea crime--the first million- "I was a sucker," said alive got out .of prison 
- w~,.,,,,. ~w nresident head-on confrontation The current contract was- Blais's speech, b.y. Secretary for Traae dollar cash robbery in U S Costa, a slight, balding between 1967 and 197L 
Jo~"V"av'idson-'c'all~d for a before serious contract talks signed in December, 1975, Vavidson said the post ]~unund ueu. , '  ' . 
reval commission ofinouiry have started. The current following a seven-week office is attempting to The Daily Marl said the ~ . . _ .  ' 
in['o administration of" the agreement expires June 30. strike. The union said it sidestep the leadership of ' fund amounted tomore than Rea imrer  wow \ i i / 
. . . . . . . . .  ¢ , .  • • 
nest office because it m He stud the problems m thought it had won a the union and go direcfiy to $18.7 million last year and ~ ~i ~ / ~  ~ , ~  J ' I k  
[ounderin~ like a" cap- the post office starten ine guarantee that its members the members through a could run to $42.5 million in . ~J - IG~'NJ ~ ~N(~,,~ 
tainless h~p without sall or years a.~o "when. there was would be protected from ad- group in the public affairs 1977-78. . 1 lOt  ~ ~ 
rndder and something must a n.eamong, rnsn towar.as verse ffects of changes, but branch known as the Two hours after the report j~mm~ &i f _  _J_l__ 
he done to correct this mechanization ... ann me the post office has continued Comteam. ' apeared, Leyiand issued a 
gituntion " whole thing was presented to implement changes The Comteam has been. s~tement saying it would ] ~ r / N o r m w e s t  
-'Po--'stm-aster-General to the union as a fait ac- without agreement between met by information p icket  investigate the allegations ~ • - -  - -  . . . .  . 
J ean- Jacques  B la is  compli." beth parties on how to lines of CUPW members in urgentl-y. It made no ~twther ~S I l l i q~ l i~V~l~ ~qh~m~|  ~F  , [~qu~ A I ~  
eliminate adverse effects, its travels across the comment and Park was not m ~ U |  l I I l  I I~ l  ~ l  II~jN~I UB I,l I¢~ R I[,~,m 
' SACCHARIN BAN ~ The contract requires the country because CUPW available imm'ediate~y. 
government to give the national policy is to get The state-run Bank of, • T "1 J J . ~ ~ .. ,~  
E union 120 day's notice of guarantees in the contract England, which would be .~1  [XT11 Tgl /.1110'n.qT.i  Tests Jar c a n c e r  proposed technological rather than  informal involved in payments of ; v~.m.~ vv- , .~ , , - - . , . -~ ,  
change, but it does not promises, large sums outside Britain, . 
| j~  • | • extend the consultatiod Davidson said the saidithadnocomment--nor~_ Sponsoredby: TerraceandDistdctArtsCouncil " ,~ ...... 
was any forthcoming from so . .  in tone  | U S | D e  period if agreement is not negotiating table is the . . . . .  " o ; . . .  '" Northwest Community College ' 
reached within that time. place where problems of ~u Downing ~. ,  omcm~ .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
WASHINGTON (AP) -- supportive data for "their John Rodriguez (NDP-- postal workers should be residence of Prime Minister ~nooJulsmc(r~o.um~[errsce~ , 
.Spokesmen for the diet soft view." Nickel Belt) said in the resolved. .James_ Callaghan. Northwest Regional ArtsCo, uncil 
drink industry and the He said that what little I 
A m e r i c a n D i a b e t e s evidence is available in- 
Association appealed to the 
U.S. Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration (FDA) Wed- 
nesday to withdraw its plan 
to ban saccharin from food 
and beverages. 
Bernard Oser, testifying 
for the Calorie Control 
Council, an industry group, 
said scientific studies 
showing saccharin causes 
bladder cancer in labo- 
ratory rats are inconclusive. 
The FDA should await 
further tests before banning 
the artifical sweetener as a 
food additive, he said. 
Two Kansas City, Mo., 
pediatricians and a parent 
of a diabetic teen-ager 
testified that children with 
diabetes depend heavily on 
diet sodas, foods and 
chewing gum and taking 
away their saccharin 
I)roducts • would be 
(tangerous. 
Tlie FDA has proposed re- 
moving saccharin from the 
food supply in July but 
allowing its continued sine 
in powder form as a non- 
prescription drug. 
Supporters of the FDA's 
action included Ralph 
Nader's Health Research 
Group, which said scientific 
evidence indicates sac- 
charin does not help people 
lose weight and may make 
dieting more difficult. 
Marcia Fine of the En- 
vironmental De,once Fund 
said the proposed ban does 
not go far enough. She urged 
the FDA to order a recall of 
saccharin food products and 
a stronger warning label on 
saccharin when it is sold as 
an over-the-counter drug. 
The plan to order emoval 
of the sugar sunstitute from 
diet soft drinks, foods, 
chewing um, tooth paste~ 
mouthwashes  ann  
prescription .drugs followed 
a finding ny uanaaian 
scientists that high doses of 
saccharin caused bladder 
cancer in laboratory rats. 
Dr. Sidney Wolfe, director 
of the Nader group, testified 
that no scientific evidence 
exists to show saccharin is 
important for weight con- 
troi. 
"Some diabetes doctors 
have presented grim 
testimonials of diebetics' 
life without saccharin," said 
Wolfe. "These doctors have 
presented absolutely no 
dicates that saccharin does 
not help dieters control their 
weight and may even in- 
crease their appetite. 
James  Turner ,  
representing the Federation 
of American Homemakers, 
supported the FDA action. 
He said, "there has not been 
a positive showing of safety 
for this additive, and that is 
the legal test for regulating 
the f~ supply." . 
Toadying on her own 
behalf, Norms Cucci at 
Cockeysville, Md., said 
saccharin helps her stay 
slim on a sugar-free diet, 
and the FDA should con- 
tinue to allow it on the 
market "perhaps with a 
warning label if you feel it's 
necessary." 
"I feel my basic freedom 
of choice as a consumer is 
being infringed," she. said. Verbal 
clash 
"MAPUTO, Mozambique 
(Router) -- China and the 
Soviet Union traded insults 
at a special United Nations 
conference Wednesday 
when the Chinese delegate 
accused Moscow of "sinister 
designs" in Africa. 
Chao Yuan, representing 
China at the conference, 
who called to mobilize in- 
ternational support for 
black majority rule in 
southern Africa, charged 
that the Kremlin was the 
"behindthe-scenes boss" of 
rebels invading southern 
Zaire. 
Soviet delegate P.N. 
Evsiuk6v accused China of 
allying itself "with the 
forces of imperialism and 
reaction against he inter- 
este of the people of Africa." 
The clash" between the 
Communis t  powers 
enlivened the third day of 
the conference attended by 
b lack  nat iona l i s t  
movements and nearly 90 
UN members discussing the 
problems of ending white 
rule in Rhodesia nd South 
West Africa, the South 
African-governed territory 
which also is called 
Namibia. 
! or,.w NORTHWEST QOIIMUliIT/I)0LLE6E 
st College serves the region from Queen Charlotte Islands to 
Houson. The major physical facilities are in Terrace, but there are 
substantial programs in the other communities inthe College region. 
Total full and part.time enrolment is about 1500 students. 
The college has vacancies in the fallowing positions: 
Oo-ordinat0r of Vooational and Trades Trainin| Programs 
Duties: This is a new position. The appointee will be expected to 
develop and co.ordinate vocational and trades programs 
in the various communities served by the College. Con. 
siderable travel in the College region will be necessary. 
Qualifications: Preference will be given to persons with experience in 
industry or business as well as teaching and ad. 
ministrative experience in the vocational area. 
Salary: The appointee will be placed on the vocational salary scale 
according to training and experience. 
Appointment Date: July I, 1977. 
Oouneellor 
Duties: This is a new position, the Appeintee will be the o~ly full- 
time Counsellor at the College, and will be responsible to ' 
the Director of Student Services. Duties will involve 
program and lob and career counselling, as well as ad- 
vising students regarding financial aid. Most of the duties 
will involve working with Vocational and Trades Training 
students. 
Qualifications: Preference will be given to persons with experience in 
counselling vocational and trades training students. 
Salary: Commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
Appointment Date: July 1, 1977 
Psychology Instruotor 
Duties: Teaching first and second year psychology courses in 
various communities erved by the College. Considerable 
travel and evening teaching may be required. 
Qualifications: M.A.  in psychology. 
Salary: According to scale to be,negotiated with Faculty. 
Appointment Date: AuguSt 15, 1977. 
Apply with curriculum vitae and names of three referees to: 
Dr. D.V. George 
Principa I 
Northwest community College. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Varying length workshops inthe arts for all ages. 
Dayt ime and  Even ing  Programs 
Childrens Art 
Donna Bannister 
July 11 - Aug. 12 (5 sessions) 
Minimum Age 5 
Fee: $10.00 
Film Series 
Artistic Films 
N.W. Commun!ty College • 
Recreational Dance 
(Hawaiian and Belly) 
Vicki Parviainen 
July 11 - 22 (Tuesday, 
Wednesday& Thursday) 
Minimum Age 12 (Hawaiian) 
14 (Belly) 
Fee: $15.00 single course 
$25.00 combined courses. 
L i fe  Drawing  & h in t ing  
Maureen Bostock 
July 11 - Aug. 8 
Minimum age 18 
Fee: $35.00 
Puppetry 
Ella George 
r' July 25- 29 (5-2 hr. sessions) 
Ages 7 - 12 
Fee: $10.00 
Suzuki Plane and 
Singing Inst itute 
Terrace Talent Educators. 
:Marylin Davies 
Stuart McCallum 
Joan Spencer 
Piano: July 25 - 30 
Singing: Aug. 1- 5 
Plane - Students of Suzuki Piano 
Singing Ages- 9 to 14 
Fees: Participating student and 
parent $35.00 
additional child in family $20.00 
observing student and parent 
$25.00 
Teacher or auditor $75.00 
Weaving 
Helen Mardiste 
July 11, 12, 13 
Minimum Age 17 
F(~e: $25.00 
Recreational Singing 
Joan Spencer 
Aug. 1 - 12 (6 sessions) 
Fee: $20.00 
Qui l t ing 
Pauline Whyte 
10 - 3 hr. Sessions starting 
July 12 
Minimum Age 17 
Fee: $30.00 
Silk Screening 
Cheryl Rochon 
July 18 - 21 
Minimum Age 12 
Fee: $20.00 
Senior Piano 
To be arranged 
Children's Theatre 
Terrace Little Theatre 
July 11 -Aug. 12 
Ages 10 - 16 
Fee: $10.00 per 2 weel~ 
session. 
Adult  Drama 
Brian Paisley 
July 1-Aug. 12. 
Course will culminate with 
production of "Macbeth" . 
Minimum age 16 
Fee: $35.00 
Must  register before June lOth  
Creative Writing 
Maure~m Bostock 
July II • Aug. 12 (Monday and 
Wednesday) 
Minimum Age 18 
Fee: $20.00 
Registration: Pre.registration by mail or register in person June 25 or July 2 
at Terrace Mall 
. . ,  
Accommodation: Some accommodation will be available at very reasonable 
rates at Northwest College for out.of.town participants 
For Further Information Contact: 
Terrace & District Arts Council, Box 35, Terrace, B.C. 
or Phone 
Ken Morton Val George 
Uplands School, Terrace or Northwest College, Terrace 
635.2721 or 635.7507 635.6511 or tSS.4751 
Early registration is advised since enrolments may have to be limited. 
Courses are subject to cancellation due to insufficient enrolment or other cause. 
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~; :TheHerald, 3212 Kalum Street 
'J~.O: Box 399 Terrace, B•C 
" : Phone 635.6357. Terrace 
Phohe 632.5706. Kltlmat 
Subscription'rates: Slngle Copy 
i 20.cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Senlor'CitizenS $20.00 per 
year. : '  
Yearly by mail outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Dd'partment, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
, Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publlcetion. $2.00 
~ for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
:,word thereafter. No refunds on 
. ~dj~sslfled ads. 
' i :  Coming Evenk 
;. ~felght watchers meeting held 
• every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
,. KnO~ United Church Hall, 4907 
Laz~lle Avenue. 
:('.errace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wi l l  commence play each 
Tuesdey night at 7:30. Play will 
Y he In:room 4, Caledonia High 
: SChoo!. All bridge players are 
invited to attenU. For 
" partnership or Information 
~ ~one 635!7356. (ctt) . 
Thornh i l l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
; Elementary Schooh 7:'15 p.m. 
: ..New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at S p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In'the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
.284.7_ .0r635:3023 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'Meeting --  Terrace B.P.O.E. 
"(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
~'Thursday of month. O.O.R.p. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday, of.. 
~,'.Month. . . . . . .  " 
~. Parents 
" in Crisis 
Are you making yoUr own life 
and your children's miserable?' 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the Iovin~ constructive 
.. parent you really want to be. 
% All enquiries absolutely 
i confidential. Phone Mary or 
,.i John -, 635-4419 or Jane -635- 
• ,1607. (ctf) 
:' Kermode Four Wheelers 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC,LTD. 
Class A Ele(:trlca! Con. 
tracflng. Free .Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876or 638-1231. (cff) 
B&B & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or phone 
635.3689 
Terrace, B.C. 
(ctf) 
DO IT NOW 
Handyman Services: Home 
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 
around the house and grounds 
(No lob too small). Reasonable 
rates. Phone 
635-2435 
:tf) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 63s.2100 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(elf) 
~olden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
obless. Phone 635-4535; 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
MR. FIXlT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a 
specialty. Phone 635-4602 
Evenings. 635.4565 days. (ctf) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
~o job too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing• porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
• Phone 635-4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf )  
I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
, Refr, IRerativ ~ Contracting aqd .  
": .~o'u'se.hb'!~ . qp'a r~" Ph.one 635- 
5876or 638.1231. (ctf) 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Par ts '&  Auto 
Parts. Auto repairs. 
American and Import 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638-1710 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
~i Meetings lst Wednesday of each Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
imontb-at 8 p.m. In the meeting scaping, backfi l l ing, stump 
r~ at the Sandman Inn. For removal, clearing. Truck, 
~Tf~rther Information phone 635- tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
.I. 3442. deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
• Phone 635-3112. Ask for Wayne. 
.!B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
;sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
.Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
:Phone 
638-1021 
635-7423 
DANCE REVUE '77 
' presented by 
The Vicki Parviainen Dancers 
!;iFrlday, May 20th at 8 p.m. at 
ithe R.E,M. Lee Theatre. For. 
;~ tickets Phone Betty' Wann- 635- 
~6763 or Bev Evans - 635-7060. 
~'Children $1.00, Adults $2.00. 
:There wi l l  be a meeting, 
'Terrace Justice Council - 
Thursday, May 19 at Kermode 
,iFrlendship Center at 8. Mr. 
'Arnold Brenner, the Correction 
:Officer who Will be in charge of 
;.the new center openir~'g In 
~summer will be guest speaker. 
• Interested. v!sitors welcome. 
(ctf) . . . . . .  
19. Help Wanted 
• .•e 
" TAXI D R IVER~ " 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (eft. 
Veterinary Assistant for 
Terrace. Experience an asset 
but not essential. Must have 
knowledge of receptionist and 
minor bookkeeping. Hours from 
8 to 6, Monday to Friday. For 
further information and ap. 
polntment for Intel'vlew call 635- 
5900. (p14) 
Needed Immediately: 3 sales 
representatives for Terrace, 
Kltimat and Prince Rupert • 
area. Female or male. Full time 
or part time. Age is no barrier. 
Apply at 4719 Lakelse Ave. In 
Terrace, B.C: (cj7) 
Wanted: Interested party 
prepared 1o demolish old 
residence in downtown area for 
salvage. Phone 635-4971. (c13) 
,'4. Engagements 
ENGAGEMENT NOTICE 
Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne 
..!Fredericks are pleased to an- 
;nounce the engagement of their 
!,.'daughter Laverna Pauline to 
.David James Slmons, son of Mr. 
~*end ,Mrs. David Malcolm 
~lmons. Weddlflg to fake place 
:~August 20, 1977. 
1:9. In Memoriam 
~: In loving memory of a dear 
• ,'~father and grandfather, OLAV 
'i~(Ole) LEED, who passed away.  
;i'May 19, 1976. 
~iHe Was taken away without any. 
!~warnlng, , 
~His going left hearts fed  with 
~aln;~ 
But though he Is gone from 
;amor ig  us,  
dn our hearts he will always 
remain. 
L His loving family;  Ron, 
Glnny, Veronica" and Rick. 
Manager requires for Terrace 
Dairy Queen Brazier 
Restaurant. Experience helpful 
but not necessary. Please reply 
by letter to 8555. 120 St., Delta, 
. B,C. (C14) 
24. Situations Wanted 
WOffK WANT El) 
Buildozlng, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
roto-tllllng, post hole digging. 
. Phone 
635.67S2 
(ctf) 
32; Bicycles, Motorcycles 
1965 Honda 160 cc. Needs some 
repairs-tuneup • $125. Ladies 
Arctic Cat snowmobile suit. Size 
medium. Nearly new. $40. 635. 
7885. (p14) 
For Sale: 1977 Yamaha 650. 
Less than 1000 miles. Includes 
back rest, luggage rack and 
skid bar. Still under warranty. 
Phone 638-1542, (p14) 
TERRACE 635"6357 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
1975 Suzuki 750 cc M.C. Has 
Windlammer III fairing. Mlnt 
condition. 20,000 miles. Asking 
$2,500. Phone 635-6686 evening, 
ask for Sheldon. 635.585S days. 
Also misc. household effects. 
(p13) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
"Price Skeena- ~orest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
,Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p .m.X .  
marked - $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy - $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(df)  
Spot Cash for used FurnitUre, 
Antiques,'all useable items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635.3202 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
"ornamental trees, shrubs & 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
( JPLANDS NURSERY 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for .your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive in Terrace. Open 7 
to 10 Mon. to Sat., closed 
Sundays .  635.2603 
One 8 burner wood cook stove. 
One antique wood cook stove. 
Open to offers. 635.2485. (c14). 
Top quality alfalpha, clover and 
'timothy mixture in barn. $70 per 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. (cff) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
.department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Winderland General 
Store, 32,10 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635-4636. ctf 
SELLING 
Hay Straw 
Western Tack 
English Tack 
. . . . . .  ~ uroommg , ,  
Equipment '~ 
635-5617 
.For Sale: spruce logs suitable 
for log houses. 635-2603. (cft) 
SEARS--in stock: one only 10 I 
HP riding mower. Reg. 
I $1079.98. Sale $899.98. (c14) 
For Sale: heavy duty trailer 
hitch with sway ba~s for pickup. 
Air cushion for cab over 
camper. Pump for. tidy tank. 
Please call after 3 p.m. 638-1749. 
(p14) 
For Sale: One harvest gold 
Viking range. With continuous 
clean oven, roflserrle and meat 
probe. Phone 635.4557. (c14) 
DISCERNING ADULTS. Shop 
discreetly by mall. Send $1 for 
illustrated catalogue of marital 
aids for ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing, Dpt. 
BCYK 1104, Hornby St., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1V8. (p13) -i 
For some real bargains in used 
women's " and children's 
clothing, household Items and 
toys see the selection at the 
Kitlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
Coluinbla St. at RIv'erlodge. 
Open 9 to 4 week- 
days...donations welcomed. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1966 Chrysler. Good 
running condition - $550. Phone 
635-7435.70,000 miles. Wanted to 
buy: camping equipment. 
Light, stove, etc. (p13) 
One 30" coppertone propane 
stove. Like new. Asking $175. 
Phone 635-2926. (p13) 
38 Wanted. Misc. 
Wanted: Ride to Telkwa 
Friday, May 20. Prefer to leave 
at noon. Will pay for gas-drive, 
Phone 635-6447 after 6 p.m. 
(stf14) 
39. Boats & Engines 
16' red flbreglass Frontiersman 
Vee.Stern. Like new. 4 paddles. 
$225. Phone 635.5297. 
One 14' flbreglass "Huron" 
canoe, like new with oars. One 
older type 5 hp Johnson out- 
beard with built-in tank. Phone 
635.5560. (p14) 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mert. 
cruiser. Inboard-outboard, I 
year old. 92 hours. Call 635-6636. 
(CtP 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent. in town. Phone 
, 635-4738. (c14) 
THE 
KITIMAT 632-5706 
49. Homes for Sale 
• HOBBY FARM 
12x5~ [noblle home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on V= acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 635- 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. (stf) 
Four room summer cabin on 
lease lot on west side of Lakelse 
Lake. 200' lake frontage, road 
access. Phone635-4252. (p14) 
Available June 1. Room in Camily home on one acre on 
shared Thornhtll duplex. Bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, .. Spacious, pleasant surroun. 
dings. S70 per month. Phone 2 bathrooms, rec room, 
Mike 638-1116 (days). Bill 635- f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
4232. (p14) workshop and much more. Try 
r your offer. 638.1790. cff 
~Vanted to buy: jackpine logs. 
Phone 635.2603. (ctf) 
39. Boats & Engines 
Deluxe 14V~' Deep.V boat. 95 HP 
Merc. Ezy-Loader trailer; Tape 
deck and lots of extras. Phone 
635.9058. (c14) 
47. Homes for  Rent 
2 bedroom house foi"'rer~t" in 
Thornhill. Stove & frldge. 
Bachelor suite, fully furnished. 
P h o~n e 635-.4041. (p13,14) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Consider long term lease. Stove 
& frldge if needed. Phone after 
6. 635.6809. , (p13) 
2: bedroom house for rent. 
Fridge & stove included. $135 
per month. Westerhof Apts., 
Nelson Rd., New Remo. Phone 
635-6904. (c16) 
4 bedroom executive home for 
rent. Located on quiet street 
near hospital. For information 
phone 96.2.6662 in Prince 
George. (c13) 
48. Suites for Rent 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
• 4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeepinc 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (eft) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, half 
,block ,.from:,schools, • 5 ,minute 
:~ walk :from: town; Suitable" for  
families. $250 per month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 - 
4530 Scott. (ctf) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex 
with full basement and 
fireplace. In town. Phone 635- 
5213. (d f ) "  
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. (eft) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split-leveh 3 
10drm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home.. 
Owner eager to sell. Make aQ 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112-562.6651 
or 635-7353 to view. (ctf) 
51. Business Locations 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
• 635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Fridge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cff) 
For Rent: duplex on bench. 
Large, 3 bedrooms, fenced. 
Phone 635.7987 evenings. (eft) . - -  
I 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apartments. Office No. 
2-4611 Scoff. One, two 
and three bedroom 
apartments. 
635-5224 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Phone 
638-1032 
or 
635-4321 
ctf 
For Rent: Ground floor com- 
mercial or office space. 4646 
Lakelse. Phone 635.4925. (eft) 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manager 
(¢tf) 
, :,52. W~pJed tO Rent 
"';~:- . . . . . .  WANTED" ...... 
4 bedroom furnished or semi- 
furnished house out-of-town as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at 
635-6357 after 2 p.m. (stf) , 
55. Property for Sale 
50' building lot for sale. 635-2417. 
(p16) 
56. Business. opportunity 
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. Priced to sell.' 
Phone 635.9471. (stf) 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale: 1968 ]ntern'atlonal v= 
ton. V-8 automatic. Phone 635. 
337S. i:tf 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professlonal sell it 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635-4373 cti 
DL 00605A 
For sale: 1974 Triumph Trident." 
9,000 miles, excellent condition -
1500. Phone 635-9356 after 5 
,.m. C14 
I " I  
PRICED FOR QUlCK 
SALE 
19'64 Mercury 780 Tandem 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
635-7838 
:ff 
1974 Chevy ~/4 ton van. Custom 
camperlzed. V8, P.S., P.B., 
automatic. Low miles. Must 
sell. Phone 635-7207 days, 630- 
1624 evenings. (c14) 
1971 Vega for sale. Asking $600. 
Phone 635.5645. (p13) 
19/1 Ford van for sale. Phone 
635.2923. (p14) 
One bedroom duplex. Un- 
furnished except for heater, 
stove & fridge. Close to town. 5 
minute walk to shopping con. 
Ires. Phone 635-2834. (p16) 
For Rent: 3 bdrm. fully fur- 
nished trailer, carpets - $225. 2 For Sale: 1972 Datsun fastback. 
bdrm. small • $110. 2 bdrm. 'One owner, dearly loved, low 
house • basement, carport, mileage. $1450. Phone days 
frldge & stove, carpets. $175. 
Phone 635-2482. To view apply at 
3347 Kofoed. (p14) 
49. Homes for Sale 
4 HP 'Evlnrude motor, man's 
Puegot 10;speed bike, 8000 Ib. 
warn. electric winch c-w heavy 
bumper for Toyota  Land- 
cruiser. Phone 635-5515. (p14) 
Hughes 29' sloop, ready to 
cruise. Atomic 4 IB, 5 sails incl. 
spinnaker,' compas, sounder, For Sale: Large "A" frame 
CB, auto pilot, Espar furnace,• house In Thornhlll. Solid con. 
dinghy, dodger and more. .structlon. Cedar interior. Your 
$19,500. 635.2615 Mon. to Fri. own home for $23,000. Please 
6:00 p 7:00 p.m. (p13) phone 635.3484. (p16) 
FOR SALE 
5 bedroom family home on two 
and one.third acres. Barn and 
'small panabode. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or phone 
635.3620 
after 5 p.m. (pjS) 
632.7222. Evenings - 632-6569. 
(c13) 
1972 Datsun P'i'ckup. 1974' 
Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
crewcab, 1973 Ford ~/~ ton..Call 
635.6636or 2609 Skeena St. (ctf) 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone 635.2600 till 5 p.m. 
635.6937- evenings. (ctf) 
1972 Volkswagen 'Van. Com- 
pletely camperized. In good 
condition. Phone 638.8225 after 
6. (p16) 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale: dune buggy with roll- 
over bar. Extra 6 Spare wheels, 
transmission, axle and englne 
paris. Phone 635.7409 after 6 
p.m. (p14) 
1971 Ford t/~ ton with cam- 
perette. Will sell together or 
separately. Phone 632-7355 or 
view at 18 Amos. (pi3) 
For Sale: 1975 Sierra Grande 
Suburban GMC, 4 wheel drive. 
Complete with 000 lb. warn 
winch and roof rack. Phone 635- 
7987 evenings. (ctf) 
1974 Toyota Corona. Four door, 
stick, radials.tires. Excellent 
condition. Owner leaving 
country, must sell. Best offer. 
635-2621. 
For Saie: 1974 Ford Capri• V6 
motor with headers and 4.speed 
'trans. Also has aluminum mags 
.& B.F. Goodrich T-A radials. 
$3,000 or best offer.. Phone 635. 
4450 after 6 o'clock. (p14) 
1974 Porsche 914.2 Iltre• Red, 
five speed. One owner, low 
mileage - $6500. Phone days 632- 
6111 local 362. Evening 632-7865. 
(p14) 
1974 Bobcat• Standard tran. 
smission, radial tires. $2,000. 
Phone 635-3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. $800. (ctf) 
For Sale: 1967 GMC 4-wheel 
drive pickup. Phone 638.1542. 
(p14) 
1976 GMC Jimmy 4x4. 400 co. 
in., 4 barrel, factory extras. 
8,000 miles. Very clean. 635. 
5515. (p14) 
For  Sale: 1970 Maver ick  
Grabber. Only 43,000 miles. Call 
635.6816 after 6. (c14) 
For Sale: 1976 Datsun F.IO. 
Front wheel drive, 5 speed 
trans. 1,800 miles. Phone 635. 
6916 after 5. (p14) 
1974 Dodge Monaco. 33,000 
,..q~jlg.s,.2 spare rims with tires 
.plus one new tirev A.1 condition. 
Phone 635.5008. (c14) 
r 
• 58. Mobile Homes 
TRAILE~R 
AND LOT 
FOR SALE 
1972 three bedroom Capewood 
set up and skirted on 75x200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In- 
sulated and wired. Make an 
offer ! Phone 635.4454 after 6• stf 
For Sale: 12x6d Safeway Manor 
in good condition. Phone 635- 
9206. (p14) 
For Sale:. 1974 Monarch 
Modullne tra i ler .  Frldge & 
stove. Located in 1. Pine Park. 
Will sell furnished if necessary. 
Will consider rental purchase: 
635.3246. (ctf) 
For Sale or Rent: 12x68 mobile 
home. Available June 1. Phone 
635-4580. (p15) 
For Sale: 12'x68' Ambassador. 2 
bdrm., 2 bthrms. Partly fur- 
nished or unfurnished. Set up 
and skirted in Terrac'e Trai ler  
Court. Will retain mortgage for 
responsible party. Phone 635- 
2414. (p16) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Fornished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 16 foot Triple E 
holiday trailer. Equipped with, 
furnace, 3.burner stove and 3- 
way fridge. Sleeps six. Good 
condition. Open to offers. Call 
635-3525. (p14) 
For Sale: hardtop tent trailer. 
Sleeps four. Never used. Phone 
635-3051. Call anytime. (cff) 
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1973 Vega Hatchback. 32,000 
miles. 4 steel-belted radials plus 
2 snow tires. Cassette tape deck. 
635.6845. Best offer, (p14) 
YOUR WEEK AHEAD By bAMIS 
ARIES Personal magnetism is strong. Chis is a 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 good time to shop for nice thin s. A dif- 
ferent hair style gives you a need d lift. 
TAURUS You feel very kindly to those less for- 
Apr. 20-May 20 tunate. You have a deep appre iation of 
the need for sympathy and com[~ salon for 
others. 
GEMINI A new friend comes into your lit one you 
May 21-June 20 are likely to meet at a musical, • artistic 
gathering• 
MOONCHILD Your social standing corn, ~ in to 
June 21-July 22 prominence. Avoid any tendem " toward 
snobbishness or intolerance. The .*'s room 
for everyone. 
LEO 'A vacation trip leads to a ron intic in- 
July23-Aug. 22 volvement, possibly a person ~ foreign 
birth. Looks pretty serious. 
VIRGO An unexpected visitor disrup~ family 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 routine. It does break up the mon ~ony and 
provides an interesting interlude 
LIBRA Avoid loaning money until you ha e a little 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 more knowledge of the recipient. ~irst im- 
pressions can be deceiving. 
SCORPIO Your behavior is a constant sour ~ of sur- 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 prise to yourself as well as you, friends~ 
Life is definitely not boring. 
SAGITTARIU'S A secret •alliance is not what it =ppears. 
Nov. 22-Dec.21 and could be a source of fu ire em- 
barrassment. Bewary of an entic =g offer. 
CAPRICORN You may find yourself in the co,:.pany of 
Dec.22-Jan. 19 some unusual and interesting people. 
Original ideas will be forthcoming. 
AQUARIUS There may be a few days of roul"~ sailing 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 on the job. Sudden shifts in polk or per- 
sonnel need quick adjustment. 
PISCES New mental and spir itual ~rizons 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 emerge, motivating you in hum=nitarian 
or scientific lines. Start a course in Yoga. 
HUNDREDS PROTEST 
I I I  
II 
LOSS OF LIVELIHOt)D 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  "The matter which was in 
More than 200 angry my mind at that time was 
provincial public works that a m ~ber of 
employees booked off early management j os will be 
Wednesday~ to r,egis~ter~ E .avagable in the,:*.orporation 
diseonteht:~witli~tl/~ :~St~ -ana- which-mu~t be com- 
bility of losing their jobs peted for and ~warded on 
with the British Columbia the basis of me ~ it. 
government. 
Staging a noisy demon- 
stration in front of the 
legislative buildings, the 
crowd demanded to see 
Public Works Minister Alex 
Fraser to assure them they 
would not lose their jobs. 
The dispute centres 
around a major change hi 
the public works minislry 
whereby slightly more than 
half of the employees will 
become workers in a new 
Crown corporation, the B.C. 
Buildings Corp., while about 
800 other employees will be 
offered jobs in other areas of 
the public service. 
Fraser has said about 
1,100 of his ministry's 2,100 
employees, will be given 
jobs with the new cor- 
p0ration and about 200 will 
remain with the ministry O f
public worRs. 
... Fraser said Tuesday, 
however, that the jobs in the 
corporation will be put out 
for competition, meaning 
those currently employed by 
his ministry will have to 
compete publicly for new 
jobs. 
As demonst ra tors  
changed, "We want 
Fraser." the minister ap- 
neared" on the steps of the 
J~uildings and read a 
statement: 
"The p~pose in coming 
om nere ~ooay is to reassure 
you on the matter of 
yesterday's news report 
which has been misun- 
der.~tnod. 
REALTY LTD. 
Phone: 632-61S5 
27 OMENICA STREET 
This semi.detached home has 
been completely remodelled, 
with larger bathroom, new 
vanity and three way mirror. 
New kitchen cupboards, 
uti l ity room made Intn 
separate dining area. 
83 RALEY STREET 
Three bedroom, full basement 
home. 13/4 bath up. Self con- 
tained legal suite down. 
Double drive under garage. 
Family room down. Good floor 
plan. Immaculate condition. 
$34,.000.00 $65,000.00 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 CITY CENTR E , KITIMAT, B.C. 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.2815 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley 632.6692 
R,E. (Ed) Scaife 632.6092 
I 
"The rema ling jobs 
within the bu:idings cor- 
poration will b~: filled by 
present public vorks staff 
on a hasm to b~ arrived at 
through n egotia on with the 
the unions . . . .  
"I would h - ther  em- 
phasize that no l'-jblic works 
employee will b laid off as 
a consequence of the in- 
troduction of t] : buildings 
corporation." 
Sun)risingly, fraser was 
greeted by app rose rather 
i~an expectea jeers. He 
apologized for tile delay in 
greeting the deJ onstrators. 
After ma ing his 
statement, he a 5wered one 
or two brief qu. ;tions after 
which the crow dispersed, 
apparently sat:stied that 
they'd met t l ;  minister 
face-to-face. 
While prot, ~ters im- 
patiently await d Fraser's 
arrival, someo,e shouted: 
"Damn it, let's have a 
hanging. Tell h. aa he's got 
five minutes. ' he won't 
come out, we'l come in." 
In an inter,~.~w in his 
office before • Lne demon- 
stration, Fraser said public 
works employees will be 
compelled to (,mpete for 
their jobs will" efinitely be 
given priority." 
The minister vas unable 
to say, however, if people 
wouldbe expected to move 
from one city t,t another in 
order to fit into ther public 
service position. 
The minister also was 
unable to say exactly where 
the government would find 
some 800 posil ons within 
the public ser~ ce but in- 
dicated there's ~, possibility 
the highways m ~Imtry, also 
administered y Fraser, 
would need mor,: employees 
due to an exp nded con- 
struction progr~ n. 
Shortly afte the in- 
terview, the de, |onstrators 
arrived carryir i placards 
saying: "Try fe in our 
shoes Alex; Pe Rle before 
dollars; The r: dlionaires' 
club does it ~gain; Try 
BCBC somewhe .~ else." 
Don Burns, 7ancouver 
Island's staff rel "esentative 
for the B.C. t overnment 
Employees Uni n, said it 
appears the de |onstration 
was suec~.;~¢~'t .~.-n,~,e it 
chan~, i.'is ~.,~itioi~ ':e- 
i~ardin~ ecmi;cth~m to'- 
jobs. 
. , . . . .  - . , • . . , . , • , . . . 
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EX.PREMIER'S SON 
Speculation On new PQ cabinet 
, QUEBEC (CP) - -  Since some "overworked"  Political observers say the " Another backbencher ' Meanwhile, there have 
last weekend's trategy ministers who r,c~'; hold 31-year-old doctor and frequently mentioned as been suggestions from 
meeting of the Partl more than one portfolio to' lawyer has made a strong cabinet material is Jocelyne within the PQ caucus that 
quebeeois cabinet, political., drop one. impression on his OneUet, member for Hull, Speai~er Clement .Richard 
gossip in the provincia~ There are rumors that an colleagues, who may take over one of may be asked to step aown 
capital has. increasingly announcement may be Speculation is that he may the portfolios headed by because of problems he has 
centred on a single made as early as Friday, eventually replace social Lucianand publicI'~sard'works, transport hadsembly in handlingproceedings.national as- 
question: Who'will be the, although the premier may Affairs Mlmster Denis Often contradicted by 
winners and losers in a prefer to hold off until after Lazure in a department that Observers also say Pierre 
plaaned mini-shuffle of the the biennial PQ convention, accounts for more than 30 de Bellefeullle, legislature government house leader 
~binet? scheduled later this month, per cent ofthe provincial secretary to the cam- I~obert Burns, Richard may 
Following the strategy A likely addition, to budget, mtmications minister, may be named to cabinet to 
session called to assess the cabinet-- PQ members of beput in charge of either the smooth is ruffled feathers, 
Pq's first six months in the national assembly have " However, since Levesque cultural affairs or com- observers say. 
pawar, Levesqueannounced been openly touting his has indicated that no munieaUons departments. Spoculation is that be 
Sunday that no current promotion--is PierreMarc ministers will be demoted, Louis O'Neill currently would be replaced by either 
ministers will be dropped or Johnson, son of former Johnson may take tern- holds both pe~:ffolios. . Jean-Guy Cardinal ,  
demoted. Union Nationale premier porary charge of another A less-talked-about member for Prevost and 
But he sparked hope Daniel Johnson. portfolio, possibly ira: cabinet prospect is Guy former Union Nationale 
,among backbenchers and Johnson, member for the migration. Chevrette, former member education minister, or 
perhaps a bit of concern Montreal-area riding of That responsibility is cur- of  the Cliche Commission Louise Cuerrier-Sauve, 
among his cabinet Anjou, is head of the party rently held by Jacques inquiry into violence and member for Vaudreuil. Both 
colleagues by saying that fund-raising campaign Couture, who doubles as corruption in the eonstruc- are deputy speakers. 
two or three new ministers currently in progress.. labor minister, lion indus.try. ~ 
would be named, allowing ~.~ TEL  
Valley pipeline on the "I feel I got a very good 
Minister Trudeau rejected bate. Northwest Territories aid buy," said Farrokh _, 
suggestions Wednesday that That debate is expected construction should be Nazerian, an Iranian dealer Scrubb le  Jeans (Wide  leg  or  f la res )  
government may have around JulylwhentheNa-. delayed 10 years to allow living in London after he ~k'~ ~24 ~r~[~'][ I h i s  prejudged the issue of a tional Energy Beard, the settling of 'native land paid $153,000 for a.200-year- 
nerthern pipeline and federal regulatory agency,, claims. . oldensmel orange tree with Size 7 -14  ....... • ........................................................ • fo r  • 
decided in favor of a line is to ]present its recom-' singing birds in the bran- 
along the Alaska 'Highway. mendahons tocabinet. Mr. Justice Thomas. ches anda tiny pipe organin 
John Crosbie, the The board will tell govern- Berger of the British the tree's base that plays 
Progressive Conservative ment whether a pipeline Columbia Supreme Court 
energy critic, asked the should be built in the North also called for a permanent 
prime minister whether he and which of two competing ban on pipeline construction 
accepted Energy Minister proposals it should accept., across the Northern Yukon 
Alastair Gillespie's opinion Last week, a specml on grounds it is too envi- 
that he saw no environ- report by the Berger ronmentally sensitive to 
mental problem with such a pipeline commission on the support such a major 
line since a highway already ]mpaet of a Mackenzie project. 
has becn'bullt. 
Size 14 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ for S~ ~[ ~,~, ,  t~) ' "d't 
bird calls. 
"I. was willing to go to T_ ,__ . __ . . . ° ,n ,  ¢),(1~ Crl_ 
anything for it," Nazerian Gir l s  jm.pstms • ............................ Less ~V- /O  
said. "I have spent a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
quarter of a million pounds 
($42~,000) sofar today, and I
might spend another 
quarter of a million later." 
, The rambling, 7f-room 
Mentmore Towers manor 
Scrubbie Jackets Reg. s1,4.95 -Now S 
Size 2-6x..i ......................................... ......................... 11 .95  
"That's just one man's " 8 8  
flying opinion," Trudeau COAST GUARDSMEN house and its~contente are Size 8-20 " '  , 
weekend.aerial tour of the route made shot back, ref rring to a b yGillespie during the OTrAwAREA<DY-- FORThe o o ra SPILLS  - .   'ns '°ld b' °' LA  DandRosebery  toI~/Y inheritaneetaxes.it Thefurnishinghouse WaScolect db ilt I E S  ......................................... • " ' .. ......................... ' 
He said Gillespie and the CansdianCcastGnardsays wreckage and cleaning up by the earl's great grand- 1 2 9 9  
rest of the federal cabinet it con respond swiftly to oil spills from marine ac- father, Baron Meyer de • ~ " 
had supported the ap- disasters at sea, including cidente. Rothschild. Special Selection of B l o u s e s  . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
pointmentofacommission il spills, under a new If a spill occurs in - -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
to study the economic, marine emergency plan. Canadian t~rritorial waters Dr. Annella Brown, a 57 . . . . .  20% The 55-page plan, tabled the coast guard takes the yearold surgeon from social and environmental in the Commons Wednesday main responsibility for co- Boston, arrived by Special Se lect ion  o f  Tan- Ja  . ............................... Less  y 
helicopter f om London and 
effects of a pipeline in by Transport Minister Otto ordinating a cleanup, lnthe " 3 s3  49  
That report would be one Lung, sets out detailed Great Lakes, the coast took off two hours later, the ,, , ' 
of many the government procedures for co- guard co-operates with the owner of a Louis XVI Ca l l -Can  Pant lhose  ........................................ :  • candelabra that cost her 
will consider before it ordinating various branches Ontario natural resources ~ $ 6 , 8 0 0 . .  
makes a decision by late of government tocop'e with department. MENS" summer on competing marine accidents. Spills in harbors are the Dr. Brownsaid sale prices 
i on--r o .n  D e -  about 
proJocts to move to southern third over top estimates, ubbi 2 '~ , .  markets U.S. natural gas Pellution and methods by National Harbors Beard; in making it Ill, ely that the fo r  
from Northern Alaska and 'which the coast guard can the seaway, the St. Earl of Rosebery will g_ross Scr  e J ea I IS  Wide  l eg  or  f l a re  . . . . . . .  .... . . . . .  88 
Canadian gas from the use its160 vessels and $10 Lawrence Seaway.An- more than the $6.g miUions r J . ~U" /C- .Less  ~'~f~F1"/  
Mackenzie delta, million worth of clean-up thority; in the Arctic, the predicted by Sotheby's. 
T rudeau,  under  equipment o combat oil energy and northern affairs That's well over the $5.1  pecial Se lect ion  o f  Mens  Leathe ackets. 
questioning from Con- spills on betli coasts and in departments; from land- million at which he valued 
servative House leader the Arctic, said Capt. based sources, the en- the house and contents as a DO not  for_ et to vote in the Baby Contesti, 
Walter Baker, again Michael Greenham, headof vironment department and gift to the British govern- 
promised the opposition that the coast guard emergency the provinces, ment to make good his 
they will get a chance to service. Greenham said the eo- inheritance taxes. The 
debate the pipeline issue The  Canadian Forces ordinated response was government turnedtheoffer 
before the government retain primary respon- developed gradua l ly  makes a decision, sibility for search and following the 1970 all spill in down, claiming it could not 
asked for cash instead. But he again turned own rescue, Greenham said, and Chedabucto Bay, N.S., afford to accept it, and 
opposition suggestions that the first task of the coast caused by the grounding of A gold-encrusted writing 
special Commons earn- guard is to support the the oil tanker Arrow. 
~ittee ~e set ,~ to study the military in saving lives. The government had .no deSkMariemadeAntoinette200 yearsgo sagObackfOr 
pipeli:~c, s~..: ~ another When no lives are in contingency plan for desling to the Palace of Versailles 
tnqniry is not ~.-~vd and the danger the coast guard and with oil sp]Us when the wbereiteamefrom. Palace 
Commons can make its a variety of other agencies Arrow accident occurred, representatives bought i for 
END ;O ol PAmry NO INCOME GAINS Peaceful 
Help for poor communities OUe N CONTROLS TORONTO (CP)- -  The "formofconti'olistocontinun start 
new chairman of the federal into early 1978. eyed by federal government anti-inflation board says The federal government GENEVA(AP)NewU.S.- Canadians must prepare for would bring out a major Sovietwespons talks opened 
no galns in real income ven policy paper on ending hereWedne.sdaywitha"fuli 
after federal controls are controls later this month, exchange of views" on conflicting approaches by TORONTO (CP)--Tha conference of the of municipal services per by an independent study lifted. Renouf said. , 
federal government is Federation of Canadian resident. And therewerebig roup appointed by FCM Harold Renouf told a He predicted no major the two superpowers to a 
considering ways to put Municipalities (FCM). The differences in property representatives and the meeting of the Federation of changes in the future treaty to limit strategic 
poorer municipalities on a FCM has been ar~ning to~. taxes across the country, federal and provincial Canadian 'Municipalities oPerations of the board and arms. 
more equal tooting wire years that the provinces ana Some municipalit ies governments, that continuin~g problems denied it would change to a U.S. State Secretary 
wealthier communities, the federal government might be caught in a The study with costs will mean no low-profile agency and Cyrus Vance and Soviet 
findings, released more gains in salary, increases quietly disapPear. Urban Affairs Minister should share revenue from "double-edged t ra~,"  Foreign Minister Andrei 
Andre Ouellet said Wed- income and sales taxes with" Oueilet said. They migh be than a year ago, were to be above increases in the cost "The best and indeed the Gromyko met at the Soviet 
~O~e~le municipalities, faced with trying to provide discussed at a national of living, only way that the AID can mission here following the 1. A. Nolli 
t said at a national However, Oueliet did not adequatelocal services with conference of the three "We are facing a Period of fulfill its mandate to signing of a convention 
municipal conference there accept arguments that all above-avernge proPerty tax levels of government, economic adjustment that educate, cajole and per- banning man-made natural The appointment of John A. 
are at least three possible municipalit ies needed rates. '~ However, provincial will have to be recognized," suade the public that the at- disasters in warfare. Their (Tony) Nolli as Division CuB- 
ways that Ottawa'can help substantially increased This could discourage governments rejected the Renoof said. tack on inflation is serious, talks will also centre on tamer Servi¢~Manager of the 
flnanciallytroubled cam- revenue to cope with people from coming inte tbe lie said the board will is to be in the public eye, for peace prospects in the BritishColumbiaTelcphone 
infinities, pressing local needs. Some community and frighten "tri-level conference" last Company's Northern Division begin lifting controls on Oct. good or bad, as much as is Middle East. 
A direct tax rebate to communities had trouble away business inveahnent, fall, much to the disap- 14 of this year but Some possible." Wednesday's extended isan,ouncedbyR.H.Stevens; 
• reimburse Canadians for providing adeqnate services He said he wns concerned Peintment of FCM leaders . . . .  ' ssssion':.:~tween Vance and Vice-President--CustomerSer- 
because of their financial that some Canadians have vice. some of the municipal tax Gromyk0 suggested the 
burden they bear would be vroblems while others were to pay considerably higher RODISCtlILD COLLECTION process of arranging a Sornin England, where he re- 
ohe approach, the minister Inmuch better condition, he taxes to get adequate ser- compromise may nave chided his formal training, in
said. said. vicesthanotberCanadiana, ransom begun in the deadi0cked EIectronicsandTelecoramuni- 
Another would be in- Residents of some com- "This variation in the strategic arms limitations cations, Mr. Nolli joined B.C. 
creased federal aid for such munities were paying a fiscal ability of municipal talks (SALT). Tel in 1955. He has served in 
programs as home much inrger share of their government LS of direct t o  e l - [ lean  o u t  m a f ~ s  o r ~ - - - - - I  ~ '~ i u.s. spokesman said .variousengineeringcapaclties 
rehabilitation and neign- income for municipal taxes concern to me because it there was a demonstration until his appointment i  1970 
berhoed improvement. And than people in other carries with it significant of"goodfaith on beth sides" as Northern Division Engineer. 
a third method might be  municipalities, he said. implications for federal and that they were to 
transferring funds to the The cost of interest p rogramming, "  the resume discussions today, In his new position, Mr. Nolli 
p r o v i n c e s f o r minister said. MENTMORE, England $8"7,000. The Earl of for a l~ieee of furniture, again at the Soviet mission, is responsible for customer Bar- 
tAP) -- Collectors~ and 
payments for municipal 
municipalities, borrowings also varies Some federal programs Rosebery himself, who In Washington, Carter viceintheCompany'sNorthern 
He reiterated that he was considerably across the were not as flexible as they dealers from around the early in the sale ran aro.~d The fh'st session eclipsed briefed congressional Division which extends from 
sympathetic to ,the country,, the minister said. should be. Some programs world paid a record total in shirtsleeves repairing me at least wo auction records : leaders.on t~.p..~.~y~Lo~..th.e .Ouesnel north to the NWT/YT 
mumcipal financi~d plight Some ~uiilcipalities were required communities to Wednesday for furniture public address system, the $1.3 million set in the talks. Congressi~ei~ said border, west o the Quee n
and that he was ready to paying as much as 20 per pay a share of the cost treasures from a fabled bought back his own Louis sale of the entire Geraldine afterward neither the U.S. Charlotte Islands and east o 
argue for a better deal with cent of their revenue in themselves. This was much Rothschild collation. XV desk for the highest Rockefeller Dodge estate in nor the Soviet Union had the Alberta border. 
his federal cabinet col- interest charges while more difficult for poor The first of 18 sessions of sterling amount ever paid Madison, N.J. changed its position. 
leagues and provincial others were paying less than municipalities than for what Sot'sjeea s jwtts call ' . . . .  I 
governments. 10 per cent. richer ones. the "sale of the century" 
The minister was There were also sub- The municipal financial brought in more than $2.2 ~ ~  L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  [ 
annual stantial differences in costs problem l~s been examined mfllion--almest twice the 
record for an entire estate 
auction. 
AL¢ANFAVORED Imide the blue and white NI[AY 19  21  [ auction tent covering the v,v,,--'-e'"'e courtyard of Mentmore . ]11  d No decision on Towers, 50 miles northwest # of London, big numbers da  
Trudeau tells commons flashed by with the speed on a board that dis, RENS : " '  " "  
' cies.p!ayed bids in six curren" CHILD 
O~AWA (P) -- Prime viewsknown through the de- 
g speaking to the 
m v 
I 
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From last year's fair... 
i 
Air 
President's-message 
Once more the. Terrace 
Jaycees  Trades  Fa i r  
.~.~,,~ ............. ,~.,~, ~,, . . . .  ,~ . .~ .~=~, . .~  . .  ~ . .m draws close. Unless one 
~~:~- ,~, - " ' ,  ~. , .  ~,. ~ . :~.  ~.. ~ .~ ~y,~,~ i~:~;~'~ is involved in this project,  
~,~=~.~~ .... ~ • ~,~.~ it is difficult to imagine 
..... ~ ~, ~..~.  , ~,j~..,, ~ /~~ ~,,~,, ..... the work that is put in by 
~..~ .~~~'~ .~, the committee incharge. 
• ~ ~ ' ~!~ :. This year is no exception. 
"~~ ............ Johnson, V/ally Lefebvre 
mm~ ..... ,~ :  and  John Taylor have Cp : ~,~i devoted much of their 
~ ~.  spare time. 
!~ This year, merchants 
J ~ ,  and organizations from 
~r[~.  attendance. Our success 
depends on their par- 
ticipation, but in return 
~J~ we feel that the exposure 
they gain by partaking 
~,~ii!~iiiii!~i~!i  :~ i ~ ! will be beneficial to them. It is with deep ap- 
........ ~ ! ~ preciation that I think a l lp r t umber  th  organizatiOnSandof t epeopleCoUntlesstakingwhose 
~ efforts make this Trade 
Fair the success it is 
certainly going to be. 
See you at the Fair. 
~::~:: : : : : : : : :  
:~...::::::.':. '::~'..::: 
::.:. :::..~i:::::~.~:~:~: 
GEORGE CLARK 
President 
Terrace Jaycees 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Bornina open-arm sewing manhines 
4624 Greig be., Terraoo, B.O. 
Omep open-arm sewing maohinoe 
63S-S2S7 
Air 
VANOOUVER -LISDOH 
RETURN 
Visit 
PORTUGAL 
..$543 oo 
Juno 13 -Sept. 6 (85 days) 
FOR MORE ,INFORMATION ON CONVENIENT CONNECTIONS TO 
OTHER POINTS IN PORTUGAL CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL AGEN; 
t 
Taxes not included - Fare based on group of twenty. 
T~ 
/ Consolidation of group by Air Carrier- Vancouver to Lisbon Only, 
~'II 
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Chairman's message 
Once again the citizens 
"of Terrace have the 
opportunity to. demon- 
strate the pride we take 
in our community, 
ambitions and work. 
The Pacific Northwest 
Trades Fair presents a
challenge to we, the 
citizens, to react with 
vigor and insight and 
really prove the slogan, 
'Terrace is Terrific!' 
We in the Jaycees look 
forward to the corn-. 
munity's support and 
take much pride in 
hosting this event. ~:i! 
Speaking on behalf of 
the Trades Fair Com- 
mittee, I would like to 
thank our fellow Jaycees 
for all their support, the 
exhibitors'for their 
participation and most of 
all you, the people, of 
Terrace and other 
communities for your 
overwhelming ac- 
ceptance of our efforts in 
the past. 
Once again we thank i[ 
you for all the support we 
have hadbefore and look 
" forward to seeing you at 
the Trades Fair. 
° 
HILARY JOHNSON 
Chairman 
Trades Fair Committee 
• :::.x.:..'...::.'..~..:::::.:.:.:;:;:;:.:.:;::::~:~:?:?:iy.:..:..V~:.~~" • ~:j::::f.~::~:::::::~:~ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • "~ 
iCome to the Fmr !i 
and see a demonstration of the i~ 
• ::: 
NEW Automatic ' 
Puneheard Knitter !i 
Special Sale Price 
during the Trades Fair ' . ~ , ~l' 
Orders taken for Custom Knits . ~. 
Pats Knits 
Dealer for Studio Kn~tting Machines ~ 
638 1409 , ~ ,i~ 
~ : ~ . ~ : i : . ~ : ~ : : . < : : ~ : ~ . : ~ .  ~ 
A i 
NEW OLIADRA TRAVEL 
~ /~ SERVICES L • 
J 4646 Lakelse Ave. 238 •City Centre. 
TIx "- 047-85535 
Visit us at the Trades Fair 
for information on 
Holidays to 
EUROPE- HAWAII- MEXICO 
We'll see you i Group Fares to 
~ PORTUGAL. GREECE 
at . the  fair . . .  I 
Watch for our display 
and plan a smelter tour 
in Kitimat this summer. 
ANY and ALL travel related matters 
' ' II 
Alcan Smelters and,Chemicals Ltd ~,,Itltlz,,,, 
rALCA N *, 
( 
q 
(~ 
( 
( 
( 
t J 
.~/.~;~:~:.:;:;:..'~.~.~:~:...~/~'.:..~......:.~ 
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The 
Jaycee Creed 
"WE BELIEVE:  
Thatfaith in God gives " 
meaning and 
purpose to human life; 
T.hat the brotherhood of man 
transcends the 
sovereignty of.,nations; 
That economic, justice can 
• best be won 
by free men through free 
enterprise; 
That .government would be 
of laws 
rather than o fmen;  
That earth's great treasure 
lies in 
human personality; 
And that service to 
humanity Is the 
best work of life. 
q 
Woddinl bouquets, gores|so,, oaks tope, 
oaks decorating sunpplios and mush more 
4624 jreig be., Tmlm, M.  
6364261 
,wen gwe, ou me 
TO ore" DaP=- 
CANADIAN IMPERIA  
BANK OF  COMMERCE 
, . ° . , . , . , . ,  ........................................... 
' ]FRAN'S 
~e.,o. ,.~,.~ ~.,,.e~ CERAMICS 
that jade could cure snake 
oite. .' 
Flowering qlmonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry, bushes, a 
brood selection of flowering & 
ornamental frees, shrubs & 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
wha;'e you'll find "The Beauty 
of .Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalunl 
Lake Drive in Terrace. Open 7 
i ts 10 Men. to Sat., dosed Sundays. 635.2403. 
4842 Lazelle 
Tel. 638-1078 
Hand Painted Articles 
• also 
Stock of 
Greenware and 
Custom Firing • 
W 
~EFO'S ~RAFTS 
We're harder to find 
but worth the search. 
A tre~ure chest of 
REAL gemstones at  
costume jewelry prices. 
See our display 
at  the ~ Fair 
4619 QUEENSWAY - NO. 11 d 
in Timberland Trailer Park 
Terrace, B.C; t 
.'Clip this ad for free gift W!th any purchase 
0 
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The JayCee philosophy 
Why Jaycees Today? 
Have you ever thought 
what the future will be for 
your family,  the com-~ 
reunify, and the nation if 
conditions relating to crime~ 
pollution, health, safety, and 
many more remain? We 
need leaders, and Jaycees 
can help provide them. The 
responsibility and challenge 
is yours - "to lead, or to 
follow". Will you remain 
part of the problem, or will 
you contribute to the 
solution? 
What do Jayeees Offer? 
First, ask yourself what 
you want from life. Do you 
want to seek success? Do 
you want an active role in 
the civic life of your com- 
munity, to meet and work 
with new acquaintances, 
interesting people and to 
enlarge your social contact 
with others of a similar age, 
economic position, and 
interests? If so, time s~nt 
in Jaycees could be a wine 
investment indeed. 
There are Three Main 
Reasons Young People Join 
Jaycees 
I. The desire for self 
improvement. To learn to 
accept responsibility, to 
make decisions, become 
effective speakers, develop 
management techniques, to 
be better empldyers, em- 
ployees, and a better per- 
son. There are successful 
leaders and businessmen 
across Canada who at- 
tribute their achievements 
to the start they were given 
in Jaycees. We didn't do it 
for them, but gave them the 
opportunity to do it them- 
selves. Isn't that what you 
want? 
2. The desire for community 
involvement. To have a 
hand in identifying com- 
rnunity ills and planning and 
executing action projects to 
help. 
3. The desire for fellowship. 
To meet and associate with 
rogressive young people of 
e same age andbracket 
with similar interests and 
objectives. The friendships 
are not confined to your 
home town - we're a national 
and  in ternat iona l  
organization. 
Jaycee Programs 
Jaycees are involved in 
scores of projects in every 
community we're in across 
Canada. Local units have 
access to superb leadership 
development material, 
public relations programs 
designed to help cut com- 
munity problems, com- 
munity action material, and 
more. There are almost a 
hundred  d i f fe rent  
publications available. 
Besides, Jaycee units 
operate scores of projects on 
tlieir own - devised and 
carried out by local 
Jaycees. 
We'd like you to attend a' 
meeting so we can tell you 
about some of the projects 
and activities we're in- 
volved in. 
Isn't the Jaycees some sort 
of businessmen's club? 
• Definitely not! Our 
members "come from alI 
walks of life. It- is this 
blending of skills, talents, 
and knowledge that gives us 
the foundation to tackle 
many difficult problems... 
and usually solve them. The 
one thing our members do 
have in common is they are 
all young and know the 
direction they want to head. 
Who can join Jaycees and 
what does it cost? 
Any young person 18 to 39 
can join. There are no 
economic ,  re l ig ious ,  
geographic, or race 
restrictions for members of 
Jaycees. Dues are set by 
the Jaycee unit you join, but 
you can expect something in 
the area of $25 to $50 per 
year. We'll explain the 
exact cost at our meeting. 
Jaycees are young and want 
the best value for their 
dollar. We do our best to 
make sure that's exactly 
what you get. 
Well, after I join, then what? 
That depends entirely on 
you, and that's one of the 
secrets of Jaycee success. 
We have many different 
activity areas. After you 
join, select the areas you 
want to be involved in, let us 
know, and you're off. 
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But what if I'm interested in 
something Jaycees aren't 
doing? 
Then propose a project! 
Think you'll have trouble 
doing that? Well, first of all 
we can' teach you how to 
organize the project, plan i t ,  
and make ~our presentation 
to the Umt. Jaycees are 
always looking for new 
areas to get involved in. The 
more areas we can do 
successfully, the more in- 
teresting Jaycee mem- 
bership can be. 
Doesn't all this take a lot of 
time? 
Some projects do, some 
don't. You establish the 
amount to time you can' 
spend on Jaycees. The 
extent of your involvement 
depends on you, and no one 
else. 
Is running projects all you 
do? 
No. Jaycee units have a 
full schedule of social ac- 
tivities to let you meet and 
get to know other members 
and their families on a 
personal basis. Fellowship 
m spontaneous. You'll have 
to look hard to find a Jaycee 
that says we don't have fun. 
How does my employer 
benefit from an organization 
that may take me away 
from my job respo~- 
sibilities? 
First of all, you have 
decided if you have the time 
to devote. If you do, your 
employers will see a more 
efficient and productive 
employee whose leadership 
ability grows through 
'Jaycees. He or she will also 
gain recognition as one who 
backs activities designed to 
benefit he community. 
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